
PLAN AND ZONING COMMISSION MEETING

CITY OF DAVENPORT, IOWA

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 2, 2018; 5:00 PM

CITY COUNCIL CHAMBERS

COMBINED PUBLIC HEARING & REGULAR MEETING

I. New Business

A. Public Hearing for Case No. REZ18-14, request by Dan Elais to rezone 1.49 acres,
more or less, of property located at 4435 East 53rd Street from R-2, Low Density
Dwelling District to PDD, Planned Development District [Ward 6]

II. Next Public Hearing

A. October 16, 2018

REGULAR MEETING AGENDA

I. Roll Call

II. Report of the City Council Authority

A. Summary of the September 26, 2018 City Council Meeting:
 

1. Resolution for case F18-10 of Riverstone Group Inc. for a final plat of Crow
Valley Plaza Twelfth Addition on 14.67 acres, more or less, being a replat of Lot
1 of Crow Valley Plaza Tenth Addition located along the north side of East 56th
Street and north of Lakeview Parkway containing two (2) lots. [Ward 6]
ADOPTED 2018-422

2. Resolution approving the conveyance of vacated public right-of-way, that being a
part of Fairhaven Road lying south of 53rd Street and between Lots 2 and 3 of
Hanlin's Addition, WCT Investments, LLC, Petitioner [Ward 6]. ADOPTED
2018-426

III. Secretary's Report

A. Consideration of the September 4, 2018 Plan and Zoning Commission meeting
minutes.

IV. Report of the Comprehensive Plan Committee

V. Zoning Activity

A. Old Business

B. New Business

i. Case FDP18-04: Request of Shawn Agan for a PDD - Planned Development
District Final Development Plan for a self storage facility on 1.43 acres, more or
less, located at 3730 West Locust Street.  [Ward 1]



VI. Subdivision Activity

A. Old Business

B. New Business

i. Case ROW18-03: Request of the City of Davenport for the vacation
(abandonment) of 711 square feet, more or less, of alley right-of-way located
northeast of Ridgewood Avenue and northwest of Middle Road. [Ward 6]
 
This item has been withdrawn.

ii. Case F18-12: Request of Joseph Stuhr for a for a Final Plat for a 2 lot
subdivision located west of Waverly Road and south of West 15th Street Court.
[Ward 1].

iii. Case F-13: Request of Christine Hall Shields Trust for a for a Final Plat for a 2
lot subdivision located west of Jersey Ridge Road approximately .3 miles north
of East Kimberly Road [Ward 6].

VII. Future Business

A. Case No. ORD18-05:  Request by the City of Davenport to repeal and replace Title
17 of the Municipal Code, entitled, “Zoning” with a new zoning ordinance and map for
the entire City    [All Wards].

VIII. Communications

IX. Other Business

X. Adjourn



City of Davenport
Plan and Zoning Commission

Department:  CPED
Contact Info:  Matt Flynn, 888-2286

Date
 10/2/2018

Subject:
Public Hearing for Case No. REZ18-14, request by Dan Elais to rezone 1.49 acres, more or less,
of property located at 4435 East 53rd Street from R-2, Low Density Dwelling District to PDD,
Planned Development District [Ward 6]

Recommendation:
Hold the Public Hearing.

Background:
Background: 

Petitioner intends to develop the property for commercial purposes. 

The preliminary land use plan submitted for the rezoning shows a 6000 sq. ft. retail building and a
3740 sq. ft. car wash. Access would be taken directly to 53rd street by a shared driveway. 

Site Characteristics: 

Current Land Use: The property is currently vacant. Previously, a single family dwelling resided on
the site. 

Comprehensive Plan. The property is within the Urban Service District and urban services can be
reasonably accessed. 

The Future Land Use Plan for this property indicates RG Residential General for the site and
properties to the south and west. RC Regional Commercial is to the north and east. 

Residential General (RG) - Designates neighborhoods that are mostly residential but include, or
are within one-half mile (walking distance) of scattered neighborhood-compatible commercial
services, as well as other neighborhood uses like schools, churches, corner stores, etc. generally
oriented along Urban Corridors (UC). Neighborhoods are typically designated as a whole. Existing
neighborhoods are anticipated to maintain their existing characteristics in terms of land use mix
and density, with the exception along edges and transition areas, where higher intensity may be
considered. 

Regional Commercial (RC) - Designates the most intense commercial areas that have service



boundaries that extend beyond the City limits of Davenport. Areas designated RC should be
located at the intersections of major streets and have good access to interstate and other
highways. Typical uses include big box retail and large office complexes; although some
residential, service and institutional uses may also be located within RC. Most people will drive or
take transit to areas designated RC. However, good pedestrian systems should serve these areas
and focus on connectivity from the street, through parking lots and between individual uses with
connectivity to nearby neighborhoods being less important. 

Existing Zoning: Existing zoning map is attached to this report. 

Technical Review: 

The City Traffic Engineer recommends closing of the median in order to limit access to right-in,
right out. A break in the median was acceptable to provide access to the former single family
home on the site, not for commercial development. Ideally, access to this property could be
improved by the owner to the east allowing access to the Lakeview Parkway intersection. It is likely
to be signalized in the future. 

A meeting was held between City staff and the applicant on August 29. Staff’s position on access
was reinforced at that time. 

Discussion: 

Staff sees the principle issues to be land use compatibility and the limited access afforded to this
relatively small site. Additional comments and recommendation will be made in the final staff
report. 

Public Input: 

Public Meeting: A public meeting was held August 16 at the Public Works Center. Three
neighbors attended. Concerns centered upon land use compatibility; namely, the proposed car
was too intense to be located adjacent to single family residential. 

Public Meeting Notice: 16 notices mailed August 8. 

Signs Posted: Posted on August 6 

Public Hearing QCT Notice: Published on August 23 

Public Hearing Mailing: 16 notices mailed on August 24. Notices were resent on September 25. 

Recommendation: To be presented with the final staff report. 
ATTACHMENTS:

Type Description
Backup Material Application
Backup Material Proposed Land Use Plan
Backup Material Zoning Map
Backup Material Future Land Use Map



Backup Material Location Map
Backup Material Notice
Backup Material Mailing List

 Staff Workflow Reviewers

REVIEWERS:
Department Reviewer Action Date
City Clerk Flynn, Matt Approved 9/27/2018 - 1:54 PM



























REZ18-14 4435 E 53rd Street Existing Zoning

Scott County Iowa, Bi-State Regional Commission
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RG - RESIDENTIAL GENERAL

RC- REGIONAL COMMERCIAL

REZ18-14 4435 E 53rd Street Future Land Use
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4435 E 53rd

Scott County Iowa, Bi-State Regional Commission
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Community Planning and Economic Development Department 
City Hall - 226 West Fourth Street - Davenport, Iowa  52801 

Telephone:  563-326-7765 
www.cityofdavenportiowa.com 

 
 
 
 

NOTICE 
PUBLIC HEARING 

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 2, 2018, 5:00 PM 
CITY OF DAVENPORT PLAN AND ZONING COMMISSION 

CITY HALL, 226 WEST 4TH STREET, DAVENPORT, IOWA 52801 
 

Please be aware of possible zoning changes that may impact your property or neighborhood. 
  
Case No. REZ18-14: Request by Dan Elias to rezone 1.49 acres, more or less, of property located at 4435 
East 53rd Street from R-2 (Low Density Dwelling District) to PDD (Planned Development District) [Ward 6] 
(See map of the affected property on reverse side of this notice).   
 
This case has been tabled since September 4, 2018. 
 
If successful, this rezoning could result in the construction of a commercial development, including an 
automated car wash. 
 
A public hearing will be held on the matter by the Plan and Zoning Commission at the location, date and 
time listed above.  At the public hearing, the Commission will hear comments for and against the 
proposal, and field questions.  As a property owner within 200 feet of the proposed rezoning, you have 
the opportunity to formally protest the action.  To do so, please contact the Community Planning 
Division in writing via regular mail or email. 
 
If you have any questions regarding the proposal, please contact the Community Planning Division. 
 
Case No. REZ18-14 
EMAIL: planning@ci.davenport.ia.us  Phone: (563) 326-7765 

http://www.cityofdavenportiowa.com/
mailto:planning@ci.davenport.ia.us


Plan & Zoning Commission:  Adjacent Property Owner Notice Area
Request for a Zoning Map Amendment (Rezoning)
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Parcel Address Deed1_Name Deed1_Addr Deed1_CSZ

N0909-03C 4435 E 53RD ST MUSAL TRACT LC 3211 E 35TH CT DAVENPORT IA 52807

N0909B02 5136 HAMILTON CT BRIAN L BERNTSON 5136 HAMILTON CT DAVENPORT IA 52807

N0909B03 5142 HAMILTON CT JOSEPH V VELEZ 5142 HAMILTON CT DAVENPORT IA 52807

N0909B04 5144 HAMILTON CT JR OLIVER IVORY 5144 HAMILTON CT DAVENPORT IA 52807

N0909B05 5143 HAMILTON CT JAMES T HUGHES 5143 HAMILTON CT DAVENPORT IA 52807

N0909B06 5137 HAMILTON CT  SARA M  MORRISEY 5137 HAMILTON CT DAVENPORT IA 52807

N0909B15A 5237 AMESBURY DR THOMAS L KENNEKE 5237 AMESBURY DR DAVENPORT IA 52807

N0909B16 5229 AMESBURY DR CRYSTAL D ANDERSON 5229 AMESBURY DR DAVENPORT IA 52807

N0909B17 5221 AMESBURY DR  RACHELLE R  STUCKEY 5221 AMESBURY DR DAVENPORT IA 52807

N0909B17 5221 AMESBURY DR  RACHELLE R  STUCKEY 5221 AMESBURY DR DAVENPORT IA 52807

N0909B18 5213 AMESBURY DR DARREN D DOUGHERTY 5213 AMESBURY DR DAVENPORT IA 52807

N0909B19 5205 AMESBURY DR JAY P HATCH 5205 AMESBURY DR DAVENPORT IA 52807

N0909B20 5137 AMESBURY DR JEREMY M BOWLING 5137 AMESBURY DR DAVENPORT IA 52807

N0910-01 4607 E 53RD ST   SOPHIE FOSTER REVOC TRUST 6590 GOLF COURSE RD BETTENDORF IA 52722

Y0917-01A 4400 E 53RD ST SENTRY OFFICE BUILDING 4400 E 53RD ST DAVENPORT IA 52807

Y0917-12K  CROW VALLEY PLAZA BUS PK 5401 VICTORIA AV DAVENPORT IA 52807



City of Davenport
Plan and Zoning Commission

Department:  Community Planning and Economic Development
Department
Contact Info:  Ryan Rusnak 563-888-2022
rrusnak@ci.davenport.ia.us

Date
 10/2/2018

Subject:
Consideration of the September 4, 2018 Plan and Zoning Commission meeting minutes.
ATTACHMENTS:

Type Description
Backup Material Minutes

 Staff Workflow Reviewers

REVIEWERS:
Department Reviewer Action Date
City Clerk Rusnak, Ryan Approved 9/13/2018 - 4:56 PM



CITY PLAN AND ZONING COMMISSION 
Public Hearing and Regular Meeting Minutes 

 
Tuesday, September 4, 2018 at 5:00 PM 

Council Chambers 
226 West 4th Street 

Davenport, Iowa 52801 
 

PUBLIC HEARING AGENDA  
 

Roll Call of the Membership   
Present:  Connell, Hepner, Lammers, Johnson, Maness, Medd, Quinn, Reinartz and Tallman.   
Excused: Inghram.   
Staff Present:  Rusnak, Heyer, Koops and Melton. 

 
OLD BUSINESS 
 
Thre was none. 
 
NEW BUSINESS 
 
1. Case REZ18-14: Request by Dan Elias, Track, LLC to rezone 1.49 acres, more or less of 

property located at 4435 E. 53rd Street from R-2, Low Density Dwelling District to PDD, 
Planned Development District [Ward 6] 

 
City staff indicated that the applicant provided a written request to table this item to the 9-
18-2018 Plan and Zoning Commission Public Hearing. 

 
Connell opened the public hearing and asked is anyone in the audience wished to speak in 
favor or in option to the request. 
 
No one from the audience spoke. 

 
Motion by Maness, second by Tallman to table REZ18-14 to the September 13, 2018 Plan 
and Zoning Commission public hearing.  Motion to table was (8-0) by voice vote. 

 
2. Case ROW18-03: Request of the City of Davenport for the vacation (abandonment) of 711 

square feet, more or less, of alley right-of-way located northeast of Ridgewood Avenue and 
northwest of Middle Road. [Ward 6] 

 
Rusnak summarized the staff report.  He indicated that the property at 2508 Middle Road 
has objected to the request and that a representative of the property owner at 2508 Middle 
Road has requested that the City table the request. 
 
Rusnak indicated that there would be another opportunity for public input at the October 2, 
2018, and thefore, the City is not in favor of tabling the request. 
 
Property owners from 704 Ridgewood Avenue and 2516 Middle Road spoke in favor of the 
request.   
 
A representative of the property owner at 2508 Middle Road spoke in opposition to the 
request. 
 



 
 
There were a few questions from Plan and Zoning Commissioners. 
 
Connel closed the public hearing. 
 
The public hearing end at approximately 5:34 pm. 

 
REGULAR MEETING AGENDA  

 
I. Roll Call of the Membership 
 
Present:  Connell, Hepner, Lammers, Johnson, Maness, Medd, Quinn, Reinartz and Tallman.   
Excused: Inghram.   
Staff Present:  Rusnak, Heyer, Koops and Melton. 
 
II. Report of the City Council Activity  

 
1.  Third Consideration: Ordinance for Case No. REZ18-08 being the request of William 

Torchia on behalf of WCT Investments Davenport Series, LLC for a rezoning on 6.5 
acres, more or less, located along the south of East 53rd Street and east of Lorton 
Avenue from “R-1 Low Density Dwelling District to “PDD” Planned Development 
District to facilitate commercial development. [Ward 6] ADOPTED 2018-364 

 
2.  Third Consideration: Ordinance for Case No. ROW18-01 being the request of William 

Torchia on behalf of WCT Investments Davenport Series, LLC for the vacation 
(abandonment) of 0.34 acre (14,812 square feet), more or less, of right-of-way 
known as Fairhaven Road extending approximately 285 feet south from East 53rd 
Street to facilitate commercial development. [Ward 6] ADOPTED 2018-365 

 
3. Resolution approving Case No. FDP18-03 being the request of William Torchia on 

behalf of WCT Investments Davenport Series, LLC for a PDD Planned Development 
District Final Development Plan on property located on the south side of East 53rd 
Street approximately 385 feet east of Lorton Avenue. [Ward 6] ADOPTED 2018-
366 

 
4. Resolution approving Case No. CP18-02 being the request of the City of Davenport 

to amend the Davenport 2035 Future Land Use Map Designation from “RG” 
Residential General to Commercial Corridor on 6.5 acres of property, more or less, 
located along the south side of East 53rd Street east of Lorton Avenue. [Ward 6] 
ADOPTED 2018-370 

 
III. Secretary’s Report 

 
Consideration of the August 14, 2018 meeting minutes.  
 
Motion by Hepner, second by Tallman to approve the August 14, 2018 meeting minutes.  
Motion to approve was (8-0) by voice vote. 
 

IV. Report of the Comprehensive Plan Committee   
 
There was none. 
 



V. Zoning Activity 
 

A. Old Business  
   

There was none. 
 

B. New Business 
 
1. Case REZ18-12: Request of Chris Townsend on behalf of Jimmy Holt, to rezone 

1.43 acres, more or less, of property located at 3730 West Locust Street from “C-
1” Neighborhood Commercial and “R-3” Moderate Density Dwelling District to 
“PDD” Planned Development District. [Ward 1]   

 
     Rusnak summarized the staff report.  

 
 Finding: 
The use of the property would achieve consistency with the Residential General 
Davenport 2035 Future Land Use designation because the proposed design and 
conditions recommended by City staff would adequately safeguard surrounding 
residential development. 

 
Staff recommends the Plan and Zoning Commission accept the listed finding and 
forward Case REZ18-12 to the City Council with a recommendation for approval 
subject to the following conditions: 
1. That no self-storage units be located within 150 feet of the West Locust 

Street right-of-way; 
2. That no self-storage unit overhead doors face West Locust Street; 
3. That a six foot high fence be installed along the east, north and west 

property lines surrounding the self-storage unit development. 
 

No other comments were presented. 
 

Motion by Medd, second by Hepner to accept the listed finding and forward Case 
REZ18-12 to the City Council with a recommendation for approval subject to the 
following conditions: 
1. That no self-storage units be located within 150 feet of the West Locust 

Street right-of-way; 
2. That no self-storage unit overhead doors face West Locust Street; 
3. That a six foot high fence be installed along the east, north and west 

property lines surrounding the self-storage unit development. 
 
Motion to approve was (8-0) by roll call vote. 

 
2.  Case REZ18-13: Request of Hawkeye Paving to rezone 30.7 acres, more or less, 

of real property located at 8228 N. Fairmount Street (former Wacky Waters site) 
from “A-1” Agricultural District to “M-1” Light Industrial District to facilitate 
development of a new Contractor headquarters, shop and equipment storage. 
[Ward 2] 

 



 
 
 
Koops summarized the staff report. 
 
Findings: 
1. The proposed rezoning is consistent with the Comprehensive Plan. 
2. The proposed use is consistent with adjacent uses/business to the north, east, 

and south.  
 
Staff recommends the Plan and Zoning Commission forward Case REZ18-13 to the 
City Council for approval. 
 
Motion by Medd, second by Hepner to accept the listed finding and forward Case 
REZ18-13 to the City Council with a recommendation for approval. 
 
Motion to approve was (8-0) by roll call vote. 

 
VI. Subdivision Activity 

 
A. Old Business 

 
There was none.  

 
B. New Business 

 
1. Case ROW18-02: Request of the City of Davenport for the vacation 

(abandonment) of public right-of-way along the 5000 block of Forest Grove Ct 
east to the corporate limits, containing 1.47 acres, more or less. [Ward 6] 

 
Medd stated that he would abstain from speaking or voting on this due to a 
conflict of interest. 
 
Koops summarized the staff report. 
 
Finding: 
The vacation furthers the City plans to relocate this street to the north and 
abandon with ROW. 
 
Staff recommends the Plan and Zoning Commission accepts the listed finding 
and forward Case ROW18-02 to the City Council with a recommendation for 
approval subject to the recording of a public utility easement for any remaining 
utilities. 
 
Motion by Quinn, second by Tallman to accept the listed finding and forward 
Case ROW18-02 to the City Council with a recommendation for approval subject 
to the recording of a public utility easement for any remaining utilities.. 
 
Motion to approve was (7-0) by roll call vote (Medd abstained). 

 
 
 
 



 
 
2. Case P18-05: Request of Kerry Condon on behalf of Pine Partners LLC for a 

Preliminary Plat for a 63 lot subdivision located west of Division Street and north 
of West 55th Street. 

  
Rusnak summarized the staff report. 
 
Findings: 
 
1. The plat conforms to the comprehensive plan Davenport+2035; and 
2. The plat (with conditions recommended by City staff) would achieve 

consistency with subdivision ordinance requirements for a preliminary plat. 
 
Staff recommends the City Plan and Zoning Commission accept the listed 
findings and forward Case No. P18-05 to the City Council with a recommendation 
for approval subject to the following conditions: 
 
1. That (Quarter) Section Lines be shown on the preliminary plat; 
2. That the word “proposed” be removed from 5 under Notes on the preliminary 

plat; and 
3. That the roundabout be removed on Howell Street. 
 
Motion by Quinn, second by Tallman to accept the listed findings and forward 
Case P18-05 to the City Council with a recommendation for approval subject to 
the following conditions: 
 
1. That (Quarter) Section Lines be shown on the preliminary plat; 
2. That the word “proposed” be removed from 5 under Notes on the preliminary 

plat; and 
3. That the roundabout be removed on Howell Street. 
 
Motion to approve was (8-0) by roll call vote. 

 
VII. Other Business 

 
There was none.  

 
VIII. Future Business 

 
There waws none. 

 
IX. Communications  (Time open for citizens wishing to address the 

Commission  on matters not on the established agenda) 
 
No one from the audience spoke. 

 
X. Adjourn 

 
The meeting adjourned at approximately 5:43 pm. 

 



City of Davenport
Plan and Zoning Commission

Department:  Community Planning and Economic Development
Department
Contact Info:  Ryan Rusnak 563-888-2022
rrusnak@ci.davenport.ia.us

Date
 10/2/2018

Subject:
Case FDP18-04: Request of Shawn Agan for a PDD - Planned Development District Final
Development Plan for a self storage facility on 1.43 acres, more or less, located at 3730 West
Locust Street.  [Ward 1]

Recommendation:
Findings:

1. The proposed development would be consistent with the RG Future Land Use
Development based on the location being adjacent to the edge (West Locust Street), the
proposed scale and orientation as depicted on the “PDD” Final Development Plan and the
rezoning conditions associated with Case REZ18-12; and

2. The final development plan would achieve consistency with the adopted “PDD” Land Use
Plan.

 
Staff recommends the Plan and Zoning Commission accept the listed findings and forward Case
No. FDP18-04 to the City Council with a recommendation for approval subject to the following
condition:
 

1. That the City Council approves Case No. REZ18-12 by adopting the rezoning Ordinance
and associated Land Use Plan.

Background:
Background:
 
Comprehensive Plan:
Within Existing Urban Service Area: Yes
 
Within Urban Service Area 2035: Yes
 
Future Land Use Designation: Residential General - RG Residential General (RG) - Designates
neighborhoods that are mostly residential but include, or are within one-half mile (walking distance)
of scattered neighborhood-compatible commercial services, as well as other neighborhood uses
like schools, churches, corner stores, etc generally oriented along Urban Corridors (UC). 
Neighborhoods are typically designated as a whole. Existing neighborhoods are anticipated to
maintain their existing characteristics in terms of land use mix and density, with the exception along
edges and transition areas, where higher intensity may be considered.
 
Relevant Goals to be considered in this Case: Strengthen the Existing Built Environment.
 
The proposed use would comply with the Davenport 2035 future land use section based on the
proposed design and conditions recommended by City Staff with REZ18-12.



 
Technical Review:
 
Streets. 
The development is proposed to only have access to West Locust Street. 
 
Storm Water.
Stormwater detention is depicted on the Final Development Plan.  Storm sewer connection
agreement to the private storm system located on property 2002 North Fairmount Street will be
required.  There is 6 inch private drain tile located on 2002 Fairmount Street from inlet on North
Fairmount Street to 3730 West Locust Street.  This shall be looked at being plugged/abandoned as
part of this development.  An easement for detention outlet will be required.  Detention/storm sewer
calculations will be reviewed during construction plan approval.
 
Sanitary Sewer. 
No sanitary sewer is proposed with this development.
 
Other Utilities. 
Other normal utility services are available. 
 
Emergency Services.
The fire station at 1735 West Pleasant Avenue is located approximately 1.5 miles to the east. 
Davenport Fire Prevention will review the need for fire services during the construction plan
approval. 
 
Public Input:
No public hearing is required for a Final Development Plan 
 
Discussion:
The Final Development Plan proposes:
14,425 square feet of self storage units;
14,865 of parking and access improvements;
2,290 of previous pavement; and 
30,213 of detention and green space.
 
This Final Development Plan is being requested so it may considered by the City Council at the
same time as the rezoning to PDD - Planned Development District.  This rezoning was subject to
the following conditions:

1. That no self-storage units be located within 150 feet of the West Locust Street right-of-way;
2. That no self-storage unit overhead doors face West Locust Street;
3. That a six foot high fence be installed along the east, north and west property lines surrounding

the self-storage unit development.

ATTACHMENTS:
Type Description
Backup Material Zoning Map
Backup Material Future Land Use Map
Backup Material Final Development Plan
Backup Material PDD Land Use Plan



Backup Material Application

 Staff Workflow Reviewers

REVIEWERS:
Department Reviewer Action Date
City Clerk Rusnak, Ryan Approved 9/13/2018 - 12:12 PM







PDD Final Development Plan



PDD Land Use Plan









City of Davenport
Plan and Zoning Commission

Department:  Community Planning and Economic Development
Department
Contact Info:  Ryan Rusnak 563-888-2022
rrusnak@ci.davenport.ia.us

Date
 10/2/2018

Subject:
Case ROW18-03: Request of the City of Davenport for the vacation (abandonment) of 711
square feet, more or less, of alley right-of-way located northeast of Ridgewood Avenue and
northwest of Middle Road. [Ward 6]
 
This item has been withdrawn.

Recommendation:
There is no recommendation.  The item has been withdrawn.

Background:
The City obtained a survey, which showed that the property owner at 2508 Middle Road has 10
feet of frontage on the alley.  This is sufficient width for a driveway access.
ATTACHMENTS:

Type Description
Backup Material Aerial Map
Backup Material 1910 Sanborn Map - Republished in 1950
Backup Material Google Streetview
Backup Material Public Engagement
Backup Material Survey

 Staff Workflow Reviewers

REVIEWERS:
Department Reviewer Action Date
City Clerk Rusnak, Ryan Approved 8/30/2018 - 3:06 PM





This is the 1910 Iowa Sanborn Map – 
Republished in 1950.  It shows the 
garage located at the intersection of 
Middle Road and Ridgewood Avenue.



Google Streetview



1

Rusnak, Ryan

From: Alex <bockalexr@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 12, 2018 11:10 AM
To: Schnauber, Eric; Clewell, Rich; Oswald, Richard; Rusnak, Ryan; Warner, Tom
Cc: Mike; Molly Bonderer
Subject: Re: 2508 Middle Rd alley

Eric, 
 
Please advise when we can expect more information about the permits (or lack thereof) pulled for 709 
Ridgewood and 2516 Middle Rd's curb cuts and cement pad and curb poured in the alley. If I need to reach out 
to someone else about this, please advise who that is. 
 
Regards, 
 
Alex Bock 
 
On Mon, Sep 10, 2018 at 4:05 PM Alex <bockalexr@gmail.com> wrote: 
To whom it may concern: 
 
Mike Meloy of Meloy law offices will be representing me in this matter from here on out. Please contact him 
with any correspondence. He will also be pursuing suit against the city in the event the alley is conveyed to 
709 Ridgewood and 2516 Middle Rd as this will illegally prevent any ADA compliant access to my property. 
Furthermore, a complaint is being launched against the city by the ADA association. Demand is made that my 
attorney and I receive the necessary permits for the curb cuts and parking pads for the aforementioned 
addresses. In the event these permits do not exist, please advise what the next steps will be to rectify this. 
Demand is also made that, in the event the alley is conveyed, my property also be conveyed alley space as it is 
served by the alley as well.  
 
Regards, 
Alex Bock 
--  
Regards, 
 
Alex Bock 
563-293-1460 
 

--  
Regards, 
 
Alex Bock 
563-293-1460 
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Rusnak, Ryan

From: Rusnak, Ryan
Sent: Monday, September 10, 2018 2:31 PM
To: 'Rex J. Ridenour'
Subject: RE: Case # ROW18-03

Hi Rex, 
 
We have ordered a survey.  I am not sure if it will be done by next Tuesday.  If not, I plan to request a tabling. 
 
I was brought into this situation a little later than others.  Do you want me to forward emails that I have? 
 
Ryan Rusnak, AICP 
Planner III 
City of Davenport 
Community Planning and  
Economic Development Department 
226 West 4th Street 
Davenport, Iowa 52801 
(563) 888‐2022 
 
E Plan is now live.  Click here for more information. 

 
 
Click for more information about the Zoning Ordinance Rewrite.  Spread the Word. 
 

From: Rex J. Ridenour [mailto:rridenour@drmlawfirmpc.com]  
Sent: Friday, September 07, 2018 5:29 PM 
To: Rusnak, Ryan 
Subject: RE: Case # ROW18-03 
 
Ryan:  Does the City plan to survey or mark in any way that part of the alley it desires to vacate?  Also what can you 
provide me as to copies of communications relating to this matter without me going through the FOIA process?  I’m 
trying to get an understanding as to just what has gone on.  Obviously Alex has ticked some folks off.  Thanks, 
 

Rex J. Ridenour 
REX J. RIDENOUR ATTORNEY AT LAW, PLLC 
201 W. Second Street, Suite 400 
Davenport, IA 52801-1524 
Telephone: (563) 324-1971 
Facsimile:   (563) 324-1974 
Email: rridenour@drmlawfirmpc.com 
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NOTICE:  This email (including attachments) is covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 
U.S.C. Sections 2510-2521 is confidential and may contain attorney-client materials and/or attorney work 
product, be legally privileged and protected from disclosure.  This communication is intended only for the 
individual(s) or enitity(ies) named above.  If you are not an intended recipient, do not read, copy, use or 
disclose the communication to others all of which are strictly prohibited.  Please call us immediately at 563-
324-1971 and ask to speak to the sender or reply to this message that you have received it in error and then 
delete it and any copies from your system and shred any printed copies.  Thank You 
 

From: Rusnak, Ryan [mailto:rrusnak@ci.davenport.ia.us]  
Sent: Tuesday, September 04, 2018 9:56 AM 
To: Rex J. Ridenour 
Cc: Alex . (bockalexr@gmail.com) 
Subject: RE: Case # ROW18-03 
 
Mr. Ridenour, 
 
Your email and Mr. Bock’s email has been forwarded to the Plan and Zoning Commission. 
 
I do not plan on asking the Commission to table the request.  Certainly, the Plan and Zoning Commission could vote to 
table nevertheless. 
 
The Plan and Zoning Commission will have another public meeting to vote to recommend on 9/18/2018.  The public is 
afforded an opportunity to speak at that meeting.  Subsequently, there will be up to six opportunities to speak at City 
Council. 
 
Ryan Rusnak, AICP 
Planner III 
City of Davenport 
Community Planning and  
Economic Development Department 
226 West 4th Street 
Davenport, Iowa 52801 
(563) 888‐2022 
 
E Plan is now live.  Click here for more information. 

 
 
Click for more information about the Zoning Ordinance Rewrite.  Spread the Word. 
 

From: Rex J. Ridenour [mailto:rridenour@drmlawfirmpc.com]  
Sent: Sunday, September 02, 2018 5:07 PM 
To: Rusnak, Ryan 
Cc: Alex . (bockalexr@gmail.com) 
Subject: RE: Case # ROW18-03 
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I understand the City is the petitioner here and as such can request the public hearing be tabled/rescheduled.  We 
request it be rescheduled to your next meeting 9/18.  Although you may have met your minimum notice requirements I 
did not learn of the City’s intention concerning the alley which abuts and serves Mr. Bock’s property until checking my 
email after leaving for the extended holiday weekend and even later of the scheduled public hearing.  I left town over 
the holiday and am not available until late Tuesday.  As he advised Mr. Bock is leaving early Tuesday until the 16th.  As 
you observed this matter has been pending for some time.  A 2 week delay does not appear to prejudice anyone.  If the 
public hearing will not be rescheduled please advise why not.  Thanks, Rex R. 
 

Rex J. Ridenour 
REX J. RIDENOUR ATTORNEY AT LAW, PLLC 
201 W. Second Street, Suite 400 
Davenport, IA 52801-1524 
Telephone: (563) 324-1971 
Facsimile:   (563) 324-1974 
Email: rridenour@drmlawfirmpc.com 
 
NOTICE:  This email (including attachments) is covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 
U.S.C. Sections 2510-2521 is confidential and may contain attorney-client materials and/or attorney work 
product, be legally privileged and protected from disclosure.  This communication is intended only for the 
individual(s) or enitity(ies) named above.  If you are not an intended recipient, do not read, copy, use or 
disclose the communication to others all of which are strictly prohibited.  Please call us immediately at 563-
324-1971 and ask to speak to the sender or reply to this message that you have received it in error and then 
delete it and any copies from your system and shred any printed copies.  Thank You 
 
From: Alex [mailto:bockalexr@gmail.com]  
Sent: Saturday, September 01, 2018 2:15 PM 
To: rrusnak@ci.davenport.ia.us 
Cc: Rex J. Ridenour 
Subject: Case # ROW18-03 
 
Mr. Rusnak, 
 
This email is in response to case #ROW18-03. Attached to this email is my attorney, Mr. Rex Ridenour. Today, 
I opened a letter received in the mail yesterday (August 31st, 2018). The exhibit is attached to this email. It was 
conveyed to my attorney yesterday upon receipt of another letter from Richard Oswald of public works 
neighborhood services department (exhibit also attached); that I will be leaving town early morning on 
9/4/2018, and will not be returning until 9/16/2018. As you may have guessed, this makes for extremely bad 
timing for me. I have informed Mr. Oswald of my full opposition to this proposal. I am now reaching out to you 
to do the same and request an accommodation. This is the second instance of the city of Davenport planning 
important meetings last minute and giving me, what is in my opinion; insufficient notice. With the first "Public 
hearing" being scheduled on the 4th of September at 5PM, this is less than 8 business hours' notice with the 
holiday weekend. My attorney will be back in his office Tuesday, Sep 4th. Mr. Ridenour has informed me that 
he will be busy in court for most of his morning.  
For him, this means he has less than 4 hours to prepare. I also notice in order to submit an "official comment" 
this must be done by 12:00PM ONE DAY BEFORE the public hearing.  
 
Will there be anyone staffing the city admin offices at this time being as that is Labor day? If not, I believe this 
proves a soon-to-be brought point of poor (or maliciously intentional) planning on the city's behalf. I will direct 
any further communication between the city and myself in the matter to my attorney, Mr. Rex Ridenour. Please 
contact him as soon as possible.  
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Respectfully, 
 
Alex Bock 
2508 Middle Rd 
Davenport, IA 52803 
 
Reply to: 
 
Rex J. Ridenour 
Attorney at law, PLLC 
201 W Second St 
STE# 400 
Davenport, IA 52801 
563-324-1971 
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Rusnak, Ryan

From: Rex J. Ridenour <rridenour@drmlawfirmpc.com>
Sent: Sunday, September 02, 2018 5:07 PM
To: Rusnak, Ryan
Cc: Alex . (bockalexr@gmail.com)
Subject: RE: Case # ROW18-03

I understand the City is the petitioner here and as such can request the public hearing be tabled/rescheduled.  We 
request it be rescheduled to your next meeting 9/18.  Although you may have met your minimum notice requirements I 
did not learn of the City’s intention concerning the alley which abuts and serves Mr. Bock’s property until checking my 
email after leaving for the extended holiday weekend and even later of the scheduled public hearing.  I left town over 
the holiday and am not available until late Tuesday.  As he advised Mr. Bock is leaving early Tuesday until the 16th.  As 
you observed this matter has been pending for some time.  A 2 week delay does not appear to prejudice anyone.  If the 
public hearing will not be rescheduled please advise why not.  Thanks, Rex R. 
 

Rex J. Ridenour 
REX J. RIDENOUR ATTORNEY AT LAW, PLLC 
201 W. Second Street, Suite 400 
Davenport, IA 52801-1524 
Telephone: (563) 324-1971 
Facsimile:   (563) 324-1974 
Email: rridenour@drmlawfirmpc.com 
 
NOTICE:  This email (including attachments) is covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 
U.S.C. Sections 2510-2521 is confidential and may contain attorney-client materials and/or attorney work 
product, be legally privileged and protected from disclosure.  This communication is intended only for the 
individual(s) or enitity(ies) named above.  If you are not an intended recipient, do not read, copy, use or 
disclose the communication to others all of which are strictly prohibited.  Please call us immediately at 563-
324-1971 and ask to speak to the sender or reply to this message that you have received it in error and then 
delete it and any copies from your system and shred any printed copies.  Thank You 
 
From: Alex [mailto:bockalexr@gmail.com]  
Sent: Saturday, September 01, 2018 2:15 PM 
To: rrusnak@ci.davenport.ia.us 
Cc: Rex J. Ridenour 
Subject: Case # ROW18-03 
 
Mr. Rusnak, 
 
This email is in response to case #ROW18-03. Attached to this email is my attorney, Mr. Rex Ridenour. Today, 
I opened a letter received in the mail yesterday (August 31st, 2018). The exhibit is attached to this email. It was 
conveyed to my attorney yesterday upon receipt of another letter from Richard Oswald of public works 
neighborhood services department (exhibit also attached); that I will be leaving town early morning on 
9/4/2018, and will not be returning until 9/16/2018. As you may have guessed, this makes for extremely bad 
timing for me. I have informed Mr. Oswald of my full opposition to this proposal. I am now reaching out to you 
to do the same and request an accommodation. This is the second instance of the city of Davenport planning 
important meetings last minute and giving me, what is in my opinion; insufficient notice. With the first "Public 
hearing" being scheduled on the 4th of September at 5PM, this is less than 8 business hours' notice with the 
holiday weekend. My attorney will be back in his office Tuesday, Sep 4th. Mr. Ridenour has informed me that 
he will be busy in court for most of his morning.  
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For him, this means he has less than 4 hours to prepare. I also notice in order to submit an "official comment" 
this must be done by 12:00PM ONE DAY BEFORE the public hearing.  
 
Will there be anyone staffing the city admin offices at this time being as that is Labor day? If not, I believe this 
proves a soon-to-be brought point of poor (or maliciously intentional) planning on the city's behalf. I will direct 
any further communication between the city and myself in the matter to my attorney, Mr. Rex Ridenour. Please 
contact him as soon as possible.  
 
 
Respectfully, 
 
Alex Bock 
2508 Middle Rd 
Davenport, IA 52803 
 
Reply to: 
 
Rex J. Ridenour 
Attorney at law, PLLC 
201 W Second St 
STE# 400 
Davenport, IA 52801 
563-324-1971 
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Rusnak, Ryan

From: Alex <bockalexr@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, September 01, 2018 2:15 PM
To: Rusnak, Ryan
Cc: Rex J. Ridenour
Subject: Case # ROW18-03
Attachments: DPW Alley vacation.pdf; Alley zoning.pdf

Mr. Rusnak, 
 
This email is in response to case #ROW18-03. Attached to this email is my attorney, Mr. Rex Ridenour. Today, 
I opened a letter received in the mail yesterday (August 31st, 2018). The exhibit is attached to this email. It was 
conveyed to my attorney yesterday upon receipt of another letter from Richard Oswald of public works 
neighborhood services department (exhibit also attached); that I will be leaving town early morning on 
9/4/2018, and will not be returning until 9/16/2018. As you may have guessed, this makes for extremely bad 
timing for me. I have informed Mr. Oswald of my full opposition to this proposal. I am now reaching out to you 
to do the same and request an accommodation. This is the second instance of the city of Davenport planning 
important meetings last minute and giving me, what is in my opinion; insufficient notice. With the first "Public 
hearing" being scheduled on the 4th of September at 5PM, this is less than 8 business hours' notice with the 
holiday weekend. My attorney will be back in his office Tuesday, Sep 4th. Mr. Ridenour has informed me that 
he will be busy in court for most of his morning.  
For him, this means he has less than 4 hours to prepare. I also notice in order to submit an "official comment" 
this must be done by 12:00PM ONE DAY BEFORE the public hearing.  
 
Will there be anyone staffing the city admin offices at this time being as that is Labor day? If not, I believe this 
proves a soon-to-be brought point of poor (or maliciously intentional) planning on the city's behalf. I will direct 
any further communication between the city and myself in the matter to my attorney, Mr. Rex Ridenour. Please 
contact him as soon as possible.  
 
 
Respectfully, 
 
Alex Bock 
2508 Middle Rd 
Davenport, IA 52803 
 
Reply to: 
 
Rex J. Ridenour 
Attorney at law, PLLC 
201 W Second St 
STE# 400 
Davenport, IA 52801 
563-324-1971 

 



PUBLIC HEARING NOTICE 
PLAN AND ZONING COMMISSION 

CITY OF DAVENPORT 

 
 
Public Hearing Details: 
Date:  9/4/2018                         Ward: 6th 
Time:  5:00 PM 
Location: 711 square feet, more or less, of alley right-of-way located northeast of Ridgewood Avenue and 

northwest of Middle Road (see map on reverse side). 
Subject: Public hearing to partially vacate (abandon) right-of-way before the Plan and Zoning 

Commission. 
Case #:  ROW18-03 
 
To:  All property owners within 200 feet of the subject property. 
 
What is this All About? 
 
This notice is being sent to inform you that a public hearing will be held for a partial vacation (abandon) right-
of-way.  The purpose of the request is to adandon the right-of-way so that it may be conveyed to the adjacent 
land owners. 
 
Request Description: 
ROW18-03: Request of the City of Davenport for the vacation (abandonment) of 711 square feet, more or less, 
of alley right-of-way located northeast of Ridgewood Avenue and northwest of Middle Road. [Ward 6] 
 
What are the Next Steps after the Public Hearing? 
 

The 9/4/2018 public hearing is the first step in the review/approval process.  The Plan and Zoning will meet on 
9/18/2018 to vote (provide its recommendation) on the request.  The Commission’s recommendation will be 
forwarded to the City Council which will then hold its own public hearing.  You will receive a notice of the City 
Council’s public hearing.  For the specific dates and times of subsequent meetings, please contact the case 
planner below. 
 
Would You Like to Submit an Official Comment? 
 

As a neighboring property owner, you may have an interest in commenting on the proposed request either in 
writing/email or in person at the public hearing.  If you intend to send in written comments, it is appreciated if 
those comments could be received by Community Planning no later than 12:00 PM one day before the public 
hearing.  Send comments to planning@ci.davenport.ia.us or CPED, 226 W 4th St, Davenport IA 52801. 
 
Do You Have Any Questions? 
 

If you have any questions on this request, or if you need accommodations for any reason, please contact Ryan 
Rusnak, AICP, the case planner assigned to this project at rrusnak@ci.davenport.ia.us or 563-888-2022.  
Interpretive services are available at no charge. Servicios interpretativos libres estan disponibles.  TTY: (563) 
326-6145  
 
Please note that items may be removed from the agenda or tabled to a future hearing date at the request of 
the Petitioner or Commission/Board.  If you are interested in the current schedule and outcome of this case, 
please contact the Community Planning Office at 563-326-7765 or planning@ci.davenport.ia.us for updates. 

mailto:planning@ci.davenport.ia.us
mailto:rrusnak@ci.davenport.ia.us
mailto:planning@ci.davenport.ia.us




FID Parcel Address Occupancy Deed1_Name Deed1_Addr Deed1_CSZ

1 E0011-15 2529 MIDDLE RD Single-Family
MICHAEL D RICHARDS
TRACY RICHARDS 2529 MIDDLE RD DAVENPORT IA 52803

2 E0011-16 2523 MIDDLE RD Single-Family
ROBERT W  KEPHART
LEAH KEPHART 2523 MIDDLE RD DAVENPORT IA 52803-3639

3 E0011-17 2515 MIDDLE RD Single-Family
MICHAEL P SIRNA
AND WIFE 2515 MIDDLE RD DAVENPORT IA 52803

4 E0011-18 2505 MIDDLE RD Single-Family
CAROL WEST
SUSAN WEST 2505 MIDDLE RD DAVENPORT IA 52803

5 E0011-19 2501 MIDDLE RD Single-Family
ANDREA OLSON
TIMOTHY OLSON 2501 MIDDLE RD DAVENPORT IA 52803

6 E0011-21 2508 MIDDLE RD Single-Family  ALEX BOCK 2508 MIDDLE RD DAVENPORT IA 52803-3640

7 E0011-22 2516 MIDDLE RD Single-Family
SAMUEL FROELICH
CATHERINE FROELICH 2516 MIDDLE RD DAVENPORT IA 52803-3640

8 E0011-23 2522 MIDDLE RD Single-Family
SHANE SOBOROFF
HOLLY SOBOROFF 2522 MIDDLE RD DAVENPORT IA 52803-3640

9 E0011-25 2536 MIDDLE RD Single-Family
NATHAN  MURRAY
MICHELLE MURRAY 2536 MIDDLE RD DAVENPORT IA 52803

10 E0011-32 2521 EAST ST Single-Family TEREASA  LASSMANN 2521 EAST ST DAVENPORT IA 52803
11 E0012-18 2513 EAST ST Single-Family KAREN ULLESTAD 2513 EAST ST DAVENPORT IA 52803

12 E0012-19 2509 EAST ST Single-Family
PHILIP KASSEL
SURINDER KOCHER 2509 EAST ST DAVENPORT IA 52803-3420

13 E0012-20 2505 EAST ST Single-Family KAITLYN HARDT 2505 EAST ST DAVENPORT IA 52803

14 E0012-21 2501 EAST ST Single-Family
JAMES S GADZIK & JANE M GADZIK
REVOCABLE TRUST 107 VALLEY HEIGHTS RD BLUE GRASS IA 52726-9644

15 E0012-22 735 RIDGEWOOD AV Single-Family
THOMAS CINADR
KARLA CINADR 735 RIDGEWOOD AV DAVENPORT IA 52803

16 E0012-23 727 RIDGEWOOD AV Single-Family
LAWRENCE LENTZ
NICOLE LENTZ 727 RIDGEWOOD AV DAVENPORT IA 52803

17 E0012-24 721 RIDGEWOOD AV Single-Family
BENJAMIN MEYER KIEFFER
LINDSAY NICOLE KIEFFER 721 RIDGEWOOD AV DAVENPORT IA 52803

18 E0012-25 715 RIDGEWOOD AV Single-Family KATHY CARLSON 715 RIDGEWOOD AV DAVENPORT IA 52803-3741

19 E0012-26 709 RIDGEWOOD AV Single-Family
CHRISTOPHER CACARI
MARYANNE CACARI 709 RIDGEWOOD AV DAVENPORT IA 52803

20 E0012-27 710 RIDGEWOOD AV Single-Family TAMI WEGENER 710 RIDGEWOOD AV DAVENPORT IA 52803

21 E0012-28 714 RIDGEWOOD AV Single-Family
BRAD WANZELL
RUTH WANZEL 714 RIDGEWOOD AVE DAVENPORT IA 52803-3742

22 E0012-29 718 RIDGEWOOD AV Single-Family ELIZABETH SCHWAB 718 RIDGEWOOD AVE DAVENPORT IA 52803

23 E0012-30 722 RIDGEWOOD AV Single-Family
PATRICK OLEARY
 MARY OLEARY 722 RIDGEWOOD AV DAVENPORT IA 52803

24 E0021-45 2460 MIDDLE RD Single-Family MICHAEL HORRAS 2460 MIDDLE RD DAVENPORT IA 52803-3739

25 E0011-33A 2517 EAST ST Single-Family
LINDA KATHLENE COHEN-BROOKHART
ERIC BROOKHART 2517 EAST ST DAVENPORT IA 52803

26 E0011-24A 2526 MIDDLE RD Six-Family Conversion RICHARD BENSON 2526 MIDDLE RD DAVENPORT IA 52803



EXHIBIT

LEGEND



City of Davenport
Plan and Zoning Commission

Department:  Community Planning and Economic Development
Department
Contact Info:  Ryan Rusnak 563-888-2022
rrusnak@ci.davenport.ia.us

Date
 10/2/2018

Subject:
Case F18-12: Request of Joseph Stuhr for a for a Final Plat for a 2 lot subdivision located west
of Waverly Road and south of West 15th Street Court. [Ward 1].

Recommendation:
Findings:

1. The plat conforms to the Davenport 2035 Future Land Use Map; and
2. The plat (with conditions recommended by City staff) would achieve consistency with

subdivision requirements.
 
Staff recommends the Plan and Zoning Commission accept the listed findings and forward Case
F18-12 to the City Council with a recommendation for approval subject to the following conditions:

1. That the surveyor signs the plat;
2. That the utility companies sign the plat when their easement needs have been met;
3. That the designation Gayman Avenue be removed from the plat; and
4. That the following note be added to the plat: Sidewalks shall be constructed within the right-

of-way of all public streets.

Background:
Background:
 
Comprehensive Plan:
Within Existing Urban Service Area: Yes
 
Within Urban Service Area 2035: Yes
 
Future Land Use Designation: Residential General - RG Residential General (RG) - Designates
neighborhoods that are mostly residential but include, or are within one-half mile (walking distance) of
scattered neighborhood-compatible commercial services, as well as other neighborhood uses like
schools, churches, corner stores, etc generally oriented along Urban Corridors (UC).  Neighborhoods
are typically designated as a whole. Existing neighborhoods are anticipated to maintain their existing
characteristics in terms of land use mix and density, with the exception along edges and transition
areas, where higher intensity may be considered.
 
Relevant Goals to be considered in this Case: Strengthen the Existing Built Environment.
 
The proposed use would comply with the Davenport 2035 future land use section.
 
Technical Review:
Streets. 
The development is proposed to only have access to West 15th Street Court. 



 
Storm Water.
Development of the property will need to comply with the City's stormwater requirements.
 
Sanitary Sewer. 
No sanitary sewer is located within the West 15th Street Court right-of-way.
 
Other Utilities. 
Other normal utility services are available. 
 
Public Input:
No public hearing is required for a Final Plat. 
 
Discussion:
This plat is to allow the subdivision of a larger lot into two lots.   
 

ATTACHMENTS:
Type Description
Backup Material Zoning Map
Backup Material Future Land Use Map
Backup Material Final Plat
Backup Material Application

 Staff Workflow Reviewers

REVIEWERS:
Department Reviewer Action Date
City Clerk Rusnak, Ryan Approved 9/13/2018 - 12:59 PM











City of Davenport
Plan and Zoning Commission

Department:  Community Planning and Economic Development
Department
Contact Info:  Ryan Rusnak 563-888-2022
rrusnak@ci.davenport.ia.us

Date
 9/18/2018

Subject:
Case F-13: Request of Christine Hall Shields Trust for a for a Final Plat for a 2 lot subdivision
located west of Jersey Ridge Road approximately .3 miles north of East Kimberly Road [Ward 6].

Recommendation:
Findings:

1. The plat conforms to the Davenport 2035 Future Land Use Map; and
2. The plat (with conditions recommended by City staff) would achieve consistency with

subdivision requirements.
 
Staff recommends the Plan and Zoning Commission accept the listed findings and forward Case
F18-13 to the City Council with a recommendation for approval subject to the following conditions:

1. That the surveyor signs the plat;
2. That the utility companies sign the plat when their easement needs have been met;
3. That the plat be tied to two quarter corners or two previously established lot corners;
4. That the existing right-of-way width of Jersey Ridge Road be shown on the plat;
5. That Note 1 on the plat be changed from acres to square feet; and
6. That a hold harmless instrument be provided, if none exists or is unsatisfactory to the City,

regarding the City's ability to access the private drive.

Background:
Background:
 
Comprehensive Plan:
Within Existing Urban Service Area: Yes
 
Within Urban Service Area 2035: Yes
 
Future Land Use Designation: Residential General - RG Residential General (RG) - Designates
neighborhoods that are mostly residential but include, or are within one-half mile (walking distance)
of scattered neighborhood-compatible commercial services, as well as other neighborhood uses
like schools, churches, corner stores, etc generally oriented along Urban Corridors (UC). 
Neighborhoods are typically designated as a whole. Existing neighborhoods are anticipated to
maintain their existing characteristics in terms of land use mix and density, with the exception along
edges and transition areas, where higher intensity may be considered.
 
Relevant Goals to be considered in this Case: Strengthen the Existing Built Environment.
 
The proposed use would comply with the Davenport 2035 future land use section.
 
Technical Review:



Streets. 
The development is proposed to have access via a private drive to Jersey Road Road. 
 
Storm Water.
Development of the property will need to comply with the City's stormwater requirements.
 
Sanitary Sewer. 
The sanitary sewer service is private.
 
Other Utilities. 
Other normal utility services are available. 
 
Public Input:
No public hearing is required for a Final Plat. 
 
Discussion:
This plat is to allow the subdivision of a larger lot into two lots.   
ATTACHMENTS:

Type Description
Backup Material Final Plat
Backup Material Zoning Map
Backup Material Land Use Plan

 Staff Workflow Reviewers

REVIEWERS:
Department Reviewer Action Date
City Clerk Rusnak, Ryan Approved 9/18/2018 - 9:49 AM
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     Ph: (563) 286-4236

2.  Engineer:
     Townsend Engineering
     2224 East 12th Street
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     Ph: (563) 386-4236
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CITY OF DAVENPORT, IOWA
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DATE:                                                                                       ATTEST:
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DATE:
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NOTES:
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ALL PUBLIC UTILITIES SHALL BE LOCATED WITHIN EASEMENTS OR PUBLIC RIGHT-OF-WAY.
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City of Davenport 
Community Planning & Economic Development Department 
PREVIEW STAFF REPORT 
 
 

 
PLAN AND ZONING COMMISSION 
 
Meeting Date:  October 2, 2018  

Request: Request repeal and replace Title 17 of the Davenport Municipal 
Code, entitled, “Zoning” with a new ordinance and map for the 
entire City. [All Wards] 

Case No.  ORD18-05 
Applicant: City of Davenport 
Ward: All Wards 
 
Contact: Matthew G. Flynn, AICP 
 Senior Planning Manager 
 matt.flynn@ci.davenport.ia.us 
 563-888-2286 
 
Recommendation:  
 
There is no recommendation at this time, this is the preview. 
 
Background: 
 
This process essentially began in 2016, when the City adopted an update to the City Comprehensive 
Plan, Land Use Element.  This effort, prepared in-house, produced a document that provides the 
policy basis for the Rewrite effort. 
 
Current Zoning Ordinance 
 
The state of the current Zoning Ordinance is not unusual: 
 
• It has not been completely updated since the 1970s 
 
• It’s design standards that are outdated and difficult to administer 
 
• It has a pyramid format; meaning that uses in lower intensity districts are permitted in higher 

intensity districts.  This has lead to instances of nearby uses being incompatible with one 
another. 

 
• Numerous amendments have been made that sometimes are not consistent with the rest of 
 the code. 
 
• The entire code is designed to perpetuate suburban-styled development and lacks the ability 
 to achieve context sensitive design in Davenport’s many older neighborhoods and districts. 
 
• It is inflexible and thus, the Zoning Board of adjustment is called upon to decide cases 
 frequently. 
 
• It is not user-friendly and lacks consistent graphics to improve readability. 
 
 

 



 
The City sought proposals from qualified consulting firms to help guide the City through the process.  
 
Below is the expressed Scope of Work from the RFP: 
 
With assistance from City Staff, the selected consultant will conduct a public process to develop a new Zoning 
Ordinance for the City Davenport.   It is anticipated that the consultant will work with the community to develop 
a “hybrid” zoning ordinance which incorporates form-based standards in established neighborhoods, updated 
but conventional zoning standards in newer, largely built out areas, and standards that support walkable, mixed 
use neighborhoods in yet-to-be developed areas of the City.  
 
The final work program will be developed in conjunction with City staff but the scope of work should include the 
following: 
 
• Current Zoning Ordinance Diagnosis. The consultant will work closely with City staff in producing a 
diagnosis of the existing code. 
 
• Review of Comprehensive Plan.  The consultant will review and identify Plan Goals, Objectives and 
Recommendations to ensure the new code will be consistent with recent planning documents 
 
• Public Outreach.  The consultant will develop a public outreach strategy designed to inform community 
stakeholders and the general public on the benefits of a hybrid code, as well as conducting regular meetings 
and web/social media interaction throughout the process. 
 
• Evaluation of Existing Neighborhoods, Corridors and Districts.  Davenport contains many unique areas 
that will warrant context-sensitive regulations.  Staff will work with the consultant to identify these areas.  There 
may be up to 15 such areas to be studied. 
 
• Drafting the Document.  The consultant will prepare drafts of the zoning ordinance, including graphics, 
for review by staff and the steering committee, culminating in a final version to be acted upon by the Plan and 
Zoning Commission and the City Council.    
 
• Integration of the New Code into User-Friendly Formats.  The consultant will work with City staff as well 
as its information technology vendors to make the new code accessible and interactive with the public, as part 
of a currently under-development online permitting system. 
 
• Staff Training.  The Consultant shall provide resources to assist City staff with implementation of the 
new code through a ‘start-up’ period not to exceed one year. 

 
The firm of Camiros, from Chicago, was selected.   Work began in early 2017.    
  
Project Approach and Timeline:   
See attachment from Camiros. 
 
Public Engagement: 
The primary method of communicating with the public in this endeavor has been the use of a 
dedicated website, www.davenportzoning.com.  The website contains documents, draft ordinances, 
and the draft zoning map.  For the sake of brevity in this staff report, readers are encouraged to visit 
the website and review materials located there. 
 
A series of meetings have also occurred.  This has included town halls, drop in sessions, updates with 
the Plan and Zoning Commission and the Council, and engaging focus groups on specific topics such 
as signs, social service agencies, institutions, and developers. 
 
Finally, the City has used its social media platforms and youtube to spread the word. 
 
 
 



In advance of the Public Hearing before the Plan and Zoning Commission, copies of the draft code 
and map have been made available at the following locations: 
 

• CPED Offices, City Hall 
• Public Works Center 
• Hilltop Campus Village Offices 
• Eastern Branch Library 
• Fairmont Street Library  

 
Recommendation:  To be presented with the final staff report. 
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TECHNICAL REVIEW &  
APPROACHES REPORT

This Technical Review Report presents the findings of a technical review of the City of Davenport Zoning 

Ordinance performed by Camiros. The purpose of this review is three-fold. First, the review provides a 

more in-depth understanding of the City’s current regulations as we move toward drafting the updated 

Zoning Ordinance. Second, it allows for the identification of additional issues not identified during 

meetings and interviews with City staff and key persons. Third, it introduces concepts and regulatory 

approaches that set direction for substantive revisions to be included in the new Ordinance.

Good zoning regulations combine rational substantive controls with fair procedures, which, when 

reasonably applied, assure a pattern of development and redevelopment that protects the status quo 

where warranted and facilitates change where desired. The regulations must be well organized, easy to 

use, and have standards and procedures that regulate clearly and effectively. It must allow for predictable 

results and the fulfillment of City objectives.

This Report focuses on regulatory issues and potential revisions identified during the technical review. 

This section is not intended to discuss every needed change, as some will be minor changes that “clean 

up” the Ordinance and create a user-friendly document, while others are much more detailed revisions 

that will be worked out during the drafting process. This memorandum highlights key issues and revisions 

that are substantive changes to current regulations, and offers conceptual approaches to resolving 

specific issues. Provisions will continue to evolve during drafting of each iteration. 
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ORGANIZATION

The Ordinance should follow a logical system of compartmentalization.

The Ordinance should follow a consistent, structured pattern from beginning to end. A key way to 

improve the organizational structure of the Zoning Ordinance and, in turn, its ease of use, would be to 

employ a system of compartmentalization. This is a technique where items of information are grouped 

together by regulatory category and purpose. 

The current Ordinance has a number of situations where regulations are split among the different 

chapters. Parking regulations are split between Chapter 17.44 (off-street parking) and Chapter 17.56 

(site plan review). Site plan review, which is a process, contains development standards for parking, 

landscape, and exterior lighting. Uses are listed within each district, rather than within a matrix. In order 

to place regulations into logical sections, the following is proposed for the Ordinance structure: 

Chapter 1: Title, Purpose & Intent

Chapter 2: General Definitions & Measurement  

       Methodologies 

Chapter 3: Zoning Districts and Zoning Map

Chapter 4: Residential Districts 

Chapter 5: Commercial Districts 

Chapter 6: Industrial Districts 

Chapter 7: Special Purpose Districts 

Chapter 8: Uses

Chapter 9: On-Site Development Standards

Chapter 10: Off-Street Parking and Loading 

Chapter 11: Landscape

Chapter 12: Signs 

Chapter 13: Planned Unit Development

Chapter 14: Ordinance Administrators 

Chapter 15: Zoning Application Procedures

Chapter 16: Zoning Approvals 

Chapter 17: Nonconformities

Chapter 18: Enforcement

The City should consider moving the historic preservation regulations in Chapter 17.23 out of the Zoning 

Ordinance and as a separate section of the Municipal Code. A number of aspects of historic preservation 

are outside the purview of zoning, such as designating landmarks and reviewing demolitions. While 

some municipalities do keep historic preservation provisions within zoning, it is more common that they 

are located in their own section of the municipal code. This also allows for easier amendment to the 

regulations, as a full zoning text amendment process is not required.

Similarly, the floodplain regulations (Chapter 17.24) should also be considered for removal from the 

Zoning Ordinance and revised as their own title within the municipal code. As stated above, this allows 

for easier amendment to the floodplain regulations, where the zoning text amendment process is not 

required.
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All general terms within the Ordinance should be defined and located within one chapter. 

We recommend that all definitions of general terms used in the Ordinance be located in a single chapter. 

The majority of terms are found in Chapter 17.04, but then certain chapters, such as those for signs, the 

Downtown Design Overlay District, the R-7 District, and others, have their own set of definitions contained 

within them. These should all be brought together into one chapter. Further, all existing definitions 

will be evaluated, updated for clarity, and checked for any internal conflicts. Any key terms that are 

undefined will be defined. Definitions no longer needed will be deleted. Finally, many definitions will be 

supplemented with illustrations.

The Ordinance would benefit from greater use of illustrations and matrices. 

The Ordinance should illustrate a variety of definitions and regulations, which will more effectively 

communicate information to users. Numerous regulations would benefit from illustration including, but 

not limited to:

 → Lot types, lot lines, and lot dimensions

 → Landscape, fencing, and similar requirements

 → Measurement rules, such as building height, setbacks, etc.

 → Parking lot design 

 → Building design standards

Graphics are not limited to the examples cited above. It is anticipated that additional regulations, design 

concepts, and terms will require illustration when developed during the drafting process. The Ordinance 

would also benefit from a greater use of matrices. For example, a global use matrix can summarize and 

more clearly present information regarding permitted and special uses in the districts.

The Ordinance should clearly explain all rules of measurement.  

The rules of measurement for building height, setbacks, grade, lot width, rules for unique lot 

configurations, how to measure dimensions on sloped lots, etc. should be brought together in one section 

so that their application is clear and consistent. The majority of the measurement standards would be 

illustrated to make them understandable to the user. 

The Ordinance should not regulate ownership. 

Within Chapter 17.04 different aspects of condominium ownership are defined, while some district 

chapters make reference to condominium ownership. A zoning ordinance should not regulate ownership; 

zoning provides the rules for the physical development and use of a lot, but does not regulate how 

something is owned (rental, condominium, fee simple, etc.). Reference to such should be removed from 

the Ordinance. 
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USES

The modern generic use approach should be adopted to address uses within the districts. 

We propose a revision of how uses within the zoning districts are controlled, based upon the concept of 

“generic uses.” A generic use approach to the listing of uses is established by combining specific uses into 

a broader use category. For example, barber shops, beauty parlors, shoe repair shops, and tailors would 

be addressed in the use “personal services establishment,” which then can allow similar uses such as pet 

grooming establishments, dry cleaners, and nail salons. 

Currently, Davenport employs an approach that incorporates limited generic uses, relying more on 

specific uses, which requires significant detail and is unable to respond to new and emerging uses. The 

use of a generic use approach has two main benefits. First, it eliminates the need for extensive and 

detailed lists, and the use sections of the Ordinance become shorter and easier to use. Secondly, the 

generic use approach provides the City with greater flexibility to review and permit those uses that may 

be desirable, but not specifically listed, within the broad context of the use definitions. 

With the generic use approach, detailed use definitions are critical. Each use must be defined and many 

may include both examples of that use and specifically exclude those uses that are not part of the use 

definition. Another important element of the generic use approach is recognizing that certain specific 

uses are unique in their impacts and community concerns and need to be regulated separately, rather 

than as part of a generic use. A common example is an adult use; it cannot be regulated as part of generic 

retail or entertainment. Once singled out, any use listed separately cannot be considered part of any 

generic use category. 

Permitted and special uses should be tailored specifically to the purpose of the district.

The uses allowed in each district should be evaluated and updated. Uses must correspond to the 

purpose, form, and function of each district. The revision process will include a full evaluation and 

SHOE SALES CLOTHING SALES

RECORD STORE HARDWARE STORE

RETAIL GOODS
ESTABLISHMENT

RETAIL GOODS ESTABLIS
HMEN

T

Under the generic use 

approach, each of the 

specific uses on the right 

side of this diagram (shoe 

store, clothing store, record 

store, hardware store) would 

be included in a simplified 

“Retail Goods Establishment” 

category, as on the left side 

of the diagram.
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resorting of uses allowed in each district. To do this, two aspects of Davenport’s current use structure will 

need to be remedied. 

First, the current use of a pyramid or cumulative use approach does not allow for tailoring of uses, 

as it accumulates uses by district. For example, all uses permitted in the C-1 District are permitted 

within the C-2 District, with the addition of several new uses listed specifically in the C-2 District. The 

pyramid approach creates a confusing structure where the user must rely on the listing of uses in other 

districts in order to determine what is allowed in the district of interest. Also, uses may be added to the 

“lower” district that are not desirable in the “higher” district. The elimination of such an approach is 

recommended. Uses would be listed within Chapter 8 within a use matrix that lists all uses and districts, 

showing use permissions (permitted and special) within a table. 

The second aspect of use control is how Davenport currently regulates special uses. Rather than list 

special uses allowed within the district, all special uses are listed in Chapter 17.48 and generally allowed 

within most districts. This again works against using use permission to further reinforce the form and 

function of a zoning district. Each district should have its own discreet set of uses; in one district a use 

may be appropriate to be allowed by right, in another it should require a special use, and finally in 

another it should be outright prohibited. 

Certain uses require use standards to regulate impacts.

As is the case now, additional use standards are needed for certain uses. These are located within 

different sections of the ordinance: some definitions have standards, such as home office; adult uses 

and wireless telecommunications are regulated in separate chapters (17.47 and 17.49 respectively); 

the special use chapter (17.48) has more standards. All of these standards would be evaluated and 

revised against the new generic use approach, and new use standards added as needed. Certain existing 

standards, such as wireless telecommunications, would be updated to reflect a more modern approach to 

use control. They would then be consolidated into Chapter 8, the use chapter, and the use matrix would 

contain a cross-reference. 

Incorporating new use standards can also reduce reliance on special use approvals. If certain special 

uses are always approved with the same set of conditions applied, those conditions can be added to the 

Ordinance and the use allowed as a permitted use so long as it meets those standards. 

Uses related to sustainability should be added to the Ordinance. 

The allowable uses within districts should include a number of “green” uses, such as urban agriculture, 

community gardens, solar farms, and wind farms. 
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A full range of temporary uses should be addressed.

The current Ordinance is not comprehensive in terms of the different temporary uses that can occur on 

private property. Only “residential sales” is regulated specifically in Chapter 17.53. As part of the revision, 

it is recommended that the full range of temporary uses be addressed: 

 → Batching Plant

 → Farmers Market

 → Garage/Yard Sale

 → Real Estate Sales Office/Model Unit

 → Residential Sales 

 → Temporary Contractor’s Office 

 → Temporary Mobile Food Sales

 → Temporary Outdoor Entertainment 

 → Temporary Outdoor Sales 

 → Temporary Outdoor Storage Container

In addition, a temporary use permit should also be created (to be located in the zoning applications 

chapter) so that uses can be better regulated for impacts and to ensure that a temporary use is not, in 

fact, functioning as a permanent use. This would also allow for easier enforcement. Temporary events can 

bring impacts such as traffic, noise, litter, and security issues. With a temporary use permit, mitigation 

measures can be required as part of the permit approval and could control the duration of these uses, and 

enforce violations more effectively and efficiently as the permit would lay out the clear rules for how the 

event must be conducted.



// Intentionally Blank
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DISTRICTS

A revision of the district structure is recommended. 

It is recommended that a new district structure be created that better reflects the character of Davenport 

and helps to implement the Comprehensive Plan. This will address many of the issues that the City faces 

in new development and facilitate more by-right development. It will reduce reliance on the special 

approvals and create a positive economic development environment. 

Throughout the process, we continuously review the dimensional regulations for all districts, including 

lot size, yards, and lot coverage, and compare them to existing conditions and redevelopment objectives. 

We will recommend adjustment of these controls to continue development consistent with existing 

character. One current observation is to change “minimum square footage per family” to the more 

modern “minimum square footage per dwelling unit” for any residential uses. 

RESIDENTIAL DISTRICTS

The current Ordinance’s residential district structure appears to be relatively effective in creating distinct 

development patterns and reinforcing the fabric of Davenport’s varied neighborhoods. As developed, 

the majority of lots within each residential district appear to be generally conforming to overall district 

standards, including lot area, lot width, and required setbacks. That stated, the residential districts are in 

need of simplification and clarification, as they currently contain a number of provisions and standards 

that are difficult to interpret, or may be conflicting. Further, there are significant similarities between 

some districts, indicating the potential for consolidation in certain cases, and refinement of the overall 

district structure to ensure each district serves a unique purpose. Recommendations for the City’s 

residential districts include the following.

Clarification and simplification of the residential district controls is needed. 

The current residential districts contain a series of provisions related to items such as accessory 

structures, permitted encroachments, and parking, which should be reorganized into other sections to 

improve the overall legibility and clarity of the zoning ordinance. Additionally, terms used throughout 

the residential districts are in need of clarification, as “yard” and “setback,” for instance, seem to be used 

somewhat interchangeably, or in combination with one another. Clarifying the difference between a 

required front setback and a front yard, as well as adding and defining terms such as “corner side yard” 

and “reverse corner side yard,” can help to clarify the intent and the requirements of these districts, 

and facilitate effective application of their dimensional standards. Further, a number of the residential 

districts also contain a “single-family attached overlay zone,” which appears to be a type of special 

approval that is somewhat complex in application, and may not be resulting in the type of development 

for which it was originally intended. We recommend the elimination of this “overlay zone” in favor of 

simplified controls on single-family attached dwelling units where they are permitted. Finally, the Zoning 

Ordinances should eliminate a minimum dwelling unit size for single-family, currently located in the 

definition. Adequate living area is primarily a concern of the building code, not a zoning issue, and such 

controls can discourage new development types like tiny houses.
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Contextual controls should be refined and simplified, and new controls should be 
introduced.

The current Ordinance contains a series of contextual controls that are in need of refinement, such as 

provisions for reducing a required front setback, or the calculation of a required side setback on a corner 

lot. While the inclusion of these provisions is appropriate for allowing development to more closely match 

established neighborhood patterns, they are somewhat difficult to understand and calculate, and may be 

too open to interpretation to produce consistent results. The new Ordinance should provide a set of clear 

contextual controls that are easy to understand and apply to a variety of situations. The Ordinance should 

also include modern bulk and area controls related to sustainability and stormwater management in the 

City, such as maximum building coverage and impervious surface controls. 

These controls limit the area of a lot that is permitted to be covered by principal buildings and accessory 

structures, as well as the overall lot area that is allowed to be covered by impervious surface, which 

would include structures, paving, and anything else that does not allow water to permeate. Maximums 

should be calibrated to lot sizes and development patterns in each residential district, and are a modern 

approach to improving stormwater infiltration, and reducing runoff and flooding while encouraging the 

use of sustainable technology such as permeable paving systems.

Current residential districts should be evaluated to ensure their effectiveness and 
applicability, and districts should be refined, consolidated, or created where necessary.

A preliminary review of the residential district dimensional standards indicates that the residential 

neighborhoods within the City are stable, and that the current regulations are generally in line with “as 

built” development within Davenport. Though the current regulations appear to be sound overall, the 

City could likely benefit from some fine tuning of existing standards to ensure that homes are able to be 

maintained and improved, and that new development complements existing neighborhood character.

R-1, R-2, and R-3 Districts 

Development in the R-1, R-2, and R-3 Districts appears to be generally conforming to the district 

dimensional regulations including lot area, lot width, and required setbacks. Though there is limited 

nonconformity in each of these districts, there is no indication that significant changes in these 

dimensional requirements are needed. Rather, refinements of district standards may be proposed to 

ensure they continue to work adequately for desired forms of development.

R-4 District 

There are significant areas of nonconforming lots in the R-4 District. Though the district standards 

require a 6,000 square foot, 50 foot wide lot in the R-4 District, there are a number of areas that seem 

to have developed with significantly smaller lot area. 

Preliminary analysis based upon City GIS data indicates that over 5,600 R-4 parcels have lot areas 

below the required 6,000 square feet, and nearly 90% of these smaller lots are located within the 

area currently identified as the “Residential Infill Overlay District.” Of these substandard lots, 

approximately 73% can be categorized as significantly smaller - less than 5,500 square feet in area. 

These lots can be seen on the map on the next page.
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The City could consider a couple of options if there is a desire to bring these areas into conformity. Firstly, 

a new set of dimensional standards could be developed for R-4 lots within the current RIDO boundary. 

Reducing the lot area requirement to 4,000 square feet would bring over 4,000 lots up to standard if 

applied throughout the current RIDO area, and it would only allow a small percentage (approximately 

10%) of current R-4 lots to subdivide if they meet both lot area and width standards. Secondly, the City 

could consider the creation of a new district, an R-4-40 that would require a smaller 4,000 square foot 

lot area and a 40 foot minimum lot width. This district could be selectively applied to concentrations of 

substandard lots within the City as appropriate, without allowing for significant subdivision to occur.

R-5 District 

The R-5 District is currently very sparsely mapped, and does not appear to be fulfilling its purpose of 

creating a transition between the moderate density to higher density districts. Preliminary analysis 

indicates that the limited development that has occurred in the R-5 District is single-family dwellings on 

lots ranging from 6,000 to 10,000 square feet in area. We recommend eliminating the R-5 District in favor 

of building in appropriate transition/buffering standards into the other residential districts.
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R-5M and R-6M Districts 

The R-5M and R-6M districts appear to be working adequately to accommodate higher density single-

family and multi-family development within the City, but should be further evaluated and refined where 

appropriate to ensure they are meeting the City’s development needs. These districts may be able to be 

combined into one multi-family district that accommodates the varied uses encapsulated in the current 

R-5M and R-6M Districts.

R-MHP Manufactured Home Park District 

Upon review, there are a number of recommendations for the R-7 Mobile Home District. One 

recommendation is to eliminate the term “mobile home” as it is generally considered out-of-date, and 

should be revised to the more modern “manufactured home,” referring specifically to those units that 

initially have trailers installed as a part of the structure, whether or not this is maintained after installation 

on site. Such homes are required to meet HUD Codes, as opposed to local building codes. To distinguish 

it further from the other conventional residential districts, the designation should be changed from R-7 to 

the R-MHP Manufactured Home Park District.

The district also uses a planned development approach. This can be converted to a by-right district, with 

the existing dimensional and design standards for the district refined and enhanced to ensure safe and 

well-designed parks. Since no new areas are proposed for this district as part of this project, any new 

areas for manufactured home parks or any area expansion for existing ones would require a rezoning, 

placing control in the City Council over how and where these occur. 

Finally, travel trailer parks, also known as recreational vehicle parks (RV parks), are regulated in this 

district. RV parks are a type of use and should not be regulated as a district. The key standards from the 

district would be retained for the RV parks as a use, which should be allowed as a special use in only very 

select districts. 

Please note, that within the Ordinance, we will make a distinction between manufactured homes and homes built by modular 

construction. Modular homes are not considered manufactured homes, and refer to a method of construction. Modular homes 

are built in one or more sections, called modules, at a facility and then delivered to the site where the module(s) are set onto 

the building’s foundation and joined together to make a single building. Modular buildings and modular homes must conform 

to all zoning requirements for the dwelling type and must meet all local building code requirements. A manufactured home 

dwelling is a prefabricated structure that is regulated by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), via 

the Federal National Manufactured Housing Construction and Safety Standards Act of 1974, rather than local building code.

TND Traditional Neighborhood Development District 

The regulations of the TND Traditional Neighborhood Development District are significantly more 

intricate than other districts, which may lead to reluctance to use this district (no significant development 

has occurred using this district since the construction of Prairie Heights). Given that refinement of the 

existing residential and commercial districts will accommodate a more modern mix of uses and dwelling 

types, and can achieve the same goals through addressing the dimensional and design standards of 

both residential and commercial structures, we would recommend that the current TND District be 

eliminated in favor of a more modern, simplified approach through the application of revised residential 

and commercial districts. The Prairie Heights development would be equivalenced to a PUD, which would 

keep all the conditions and standards imposed as part of its approval in place. 
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Residential Infill Design Overlay (RIDO) standards should be built into a new series of base 
residential districts where appropriate.

To simplify the application of infill design standards, we would recommend eliminating the RIDO in 

favor of a series of base districts that contain objective design controls, mapped to align with the current 

RIDO boundaries. To achieve this, the current residential district structure could be “split” based upon 

geographic location, to allow for the design standards of the RIDO to apply in base residential districts, 

simplifying the overall administration of the ordinance. 

As an example, the current R-4 District is mapped throughout the City, both within the area covered 

by the current RIDO, as well as outside of the central City. This approach would split the R-4 into two 

districts: the R-4 and the R-4C (Central). The R-4 would be the current district (with refinements) that 

applies outside the RIDO, and the R-4C would be a new variant that includes the RIDO contextual design 

standards and modified dimensional standards as appropriate, as discussed earlier, generally aligning 

with the current RIDO boundary. 

COMMERCIAL DISTRICTS

Davenport’s commercial districts should be refined to meet specific development objectives and ensure 

that each district is necessary and distinct. The commercial districts should be restructured to directly 

regulate development intensity, design, use mix, and functionality; development standards for these 

districts should recognize that the physical character of these different places varies, and that the 

physical attributes of these areas make their regulatory needs different. Further, the commercial districts 

in Davenport should be renamed to clearly communicate a range of development intensities as well as 

specific character areas as needed.

Over time, the City has also implemented a series of overlay districts to address specific issues related 

to the design of the commercial corridors, character areas and/or specific use concerns. While the intent 

of these overlays is important, the numerous regulations that apply to each zoning lot within them can 

create an Ordinance that is difficult to use and interpret. While overlay districts are a useful zoning tool, 

their application should be limited so that they specifically address issues that are unique to certain 

areas. In order to make the Ordinance more user-friendly, the City’s current overlay districts should be 

evaluated, and consolidated into base districts where appropriate. 

Commercial districts should be refined and restructured to ensure that they acknowledge 
and support Davenport’s varied commercial areas, and that they accommodate a variety 
of development intensities.

 → The current O-T Office Transitional District and C-O Office Shop District can be combined, as they are 

similar in intent and scale. The new CT Commercial Transitional District would consolidate the existing 

districts to address areas in the City suitable for low intensity limited office, service, and retail uses, 

and serve as a transition between predominantly residential areas and commercial or light industrial 

areas. The district standards would also allow for conversion of existing residential structures into a 

commercial or mixed residential-commercial use.
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 → The City’s C-1 Neighborhood Shopping District appears to be working well currently. It should be 

refined to ensure that the dimensional standards and use permissions are tailored to its specific 

purpose – primarily to serve the needs of neighborhood residents – and should be renamed the C-1 

Neighborhood Commercial District to maintain consistent terminology in the revised Ordinance. The 

C-1 District should also accommodate low-intensity mixed-use development, with dwellings above 

the ground floor and townhouse residential development allowed in addition to the basic commercial 

uses.

 → The City should consider the creation of a new commercial district, a C-2 Corridor Commercial District, 

geared toward accommodating the auto-oriented commercial uses located along Davenport’s older 

commercial corridors closer to downtown, and generally of a smaller scale than the newer, larger 

auto-oriented uses found further from downtown. Such a district could accommodate a mix of retail, 

personal service, and office uses in a more auto-oriented and higher-intensity environment than the 

C-1 Neighborhood Commercial District. Mixed-use development could be encouraged by allowing 

residential dwelling units above the ground floor in the new C-2 District.

 → The current C-2 General Commercial District appears to be adequately accommodating larger-scale 

auto-oriented commercial development adequately within the City. The current district should 

be renamed C-3 General Commercial District, and its standards should be refined to ensure that 

the intensity and scale of development in the district maintains an appropriate relationship to its 

surrounding context. Because of the higher intensity of use, standards should also address concerns 

related to access, connectivity, and adequate buffering.

 → A new C-4 Heavy Commercial District may be needed to address areas of more intensive commercial 

development, which would be uses that are retail, rental, and service establishments of a heavier and 

larger-scale commercial character typically requiring permanent outdoor service or storage areas and/

or partially enclosed structures. Examples of heavy commercial establishments include large-scale 

home improvement centers with outdoor storage, display, and rental components, lumberyards, truck 

rental establishments, and sales, rental, and repair of heavy equipment. 

 → The HSD Historic Shopping District should be renamed to the VED Village of East Davenport District, 

and its standards should be refined to ensure they adequately implement the City’s vision for the 

unique environment in the Village of East Davenport. Current HSD standards related to design, scale, 

and materials should be evaluated and refined to ensure that they are objective in nature, and easily 

enforceable, and contextual standards should be refined to ensure ease of applicability.

 → The City’s current C-4 and DDOD Districts should be combined and converted into a new base 

district for downtown. Special care should be taken to maintain the current flexibility and range of 

uses permitted within Davenport’s downtown area, as this mix is seen as critical to the continued 

development of a successful mixed-use downtown environment. Standards, as in the current DDOD, 

should focus on reinforcing and enhancing the existing character of downtown as a point of regional 

focus, and creating a vibrant, pedestrian-friendly, mixed-use environment. The City may also want 

to consider expanding the boundaries of downtown to include areas of potential redevelopment – 

potentially to Oneida Street to the east and Filmore to the west.
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With a new commercial district structure, where each district will be enhanced with design standards, the 

need for the HCOD Highway Corridor Overlay District is questionable. It is recommended that this overlay 

district be eliminated. 

INDUSTRIAL DISTRICTS

 → Currently, the Ordinance has two by-right industrial districts (M-1 and M-2 Districts). Because of the 

types of industrial present in the City and what industrial growth is expected, we would retain these 

industrial districts and only refine their standards and allowed uses. The nomenclature should be 

modernized as industrial with an “I” signifier, as opposed to the older “M” designation (i.e., I-1 and I-2 

Districts). Also, neither industrial district should continue to allow residential uses. Any residential uses 

within districts should be rezoned if possible. 

 → The M-3 Planned Industrial and PCP Planned Commerce Park Districts should be converted to a by-

right district for large-scale industrial and office parks, eliminating the requirement of a development 

plan approval like a planned unit development for each of them. A new district can come from the 

combination of the districts, and could be renamed the IOP Industrial Office Park District. Maintaining 

two separate districts does not appear to be necessary. The new district would be oriented to large-

scale office complexes and some manufacturing, and include limited ancillary services for employees 

within the campus such as personal services, restaurants, and retail. Standards are included to guide the 

development of the office campus, including how to oriented structures around open space and create a 

cohesive appearance.

 → Finally, certain older industrial areas have seen a turnover of certain buildings into uses that are not 

industrial in nature. Some industrial structures are no longer suited to modern industrial needs, but 

can accommodate a unique variety of creative uses. These structures provide character to the City, 

and should be preserved. In order to help encourage that, an I-MU Industrial Mixed-Use District can be 

created that allows for light industrial uses but also commercial uses and even certain residential uses 

like live/work or studio apartments. This can confine the mixing of uses to specific areas and protect 

key resources for industrial or research uses only.

SPECIAL PURPOSE DISTRICTS

There are existing special purpose districts within the current Ordinance that should be maintained. 

 → The A-1 Agricultural District should be retained and regulations refined to reflect its agricultural 

purpose and prevent unnecessary encroachment by non-agricultural uses. 

 → The COD Casino Overlay District addresses a very specific use, with very significant impacts. Because it 

is a rare use, no significant changes are recommended.  

 → No issues with the standards of the FC Flood Channel and FP Flood Plain Districts have been identified 

to date. As stated earlier within the organization section of this Report, the City should consider moving 

them to their own title in the municipal code. 
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 → The HCVOD Hilltop Campus Village Overlay District addresses the unique environment of the Hilltop 

Campus Village. The current overlay district covers a wide variety of base districts, and is primarily 

focused upon maintaining the unique physical environment of this part of the City. As such, it is 

anticipated that the HCVOD will remain an overlay district, and its standards evaluated and refined to 

ensure it is adequately reinforcing the character of the Hilltop Campus Village.

 → The PID Planned Institutional District is appropriate for the large-scale institutions in the City 

(universities and hospitals). Upon reviewing the revisions during drafting, it is anticipated revisions 

would be suggested to streamline the process but not to substantially change the requirements. 

However, the district is also used for housing and supportive services, which is a subset of the main 

regulations. These specific uses may be able to be regulated as a use, rather than as a district. 

 → The Conservation Subdivision Planned Unit Development District should be renamed the CDD 

Conservation Design District, removing reference to subdivision and PUD as it is its own type of 

rezoning involving a development plan. Overall the district is in line with best practices for conservation 

design. However, three areas should be evaluated for revision. The first is to allow for a slightly higher 

density bonus, which would need to be determined once the residential districts are revised; this 

increased density would also serve as an incentive for developers to use this district. Standards for how 

the residences should be laid out should also be added. Second, the uses permitted within the district 

should be looked at. Finally, the district should describe what qualifies as the required open space and 

how that open space should be integrated into the overall site. 

New special purpose districts that can serve other land uses in the City can be added. The City has a 

significant area devoted to parks, open space, and natural areas. Specific districts for these areas can 

offer two benefits. The first is that parks, open space, and natural areas are protected from incompatible 

encroachments. The second is that, if someone desired to change the use of that area, a rezoning is 

required, allowing the City control over the future land use of that parcel. 

 → An OS Open Space District would encompass parks and playgrounds throughout the City. The use 

structure would also acknowledge that public parks serve multiple functions, not just recreation; 

therefore, other uses like outdoor entertainment venues, park cafes, special events, and similar 

should be allowed. This type of district offers two benefits. The first is that the use within the district 

is protected as only active and passive recreation areas are allowed. The second is that, if someone 

desired to change to the use of that area, a rezoning is required, allowing the governing body control 

over the future land use of that parcel.

 → A NA Natural Areas District can also be included that is more restrictive in terms of development and 

use to protect existing natural areas. These are areas specifically designated for preservation of their 

natural features where development is limited to uses like hiking trails.  

These districts (OS and NA Districts) would be mapped over lands controlled by the City or another 

authority. No private property would be mapped as such as part of this exercise. However, a property 

owner may request such designation in order to preserve land for such purposes. 
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DESIGN STANDARDS & ADAPTIVE REUSE PERMISSIONS

Design standards can be added to appropriate districts to ensure the quality of new 
development. 

In order to ensure quality new development, certain districts and uses should incorporate basic design 

standards. The key to successful design standards is to accurately convey the aesthetic desires of the 

community, protect key physical resources from inappropriate alterations, and maintain the flexibility 

needed to solve difficult design issues and allow innovative new development. Good design standards 

result in infill development that maintains City character and implements desired redevelopment 

patterns. Multi-family and townhouse developments, and Commercial development, including mixed-use 

developments, should incorporate design standards.

The intent is not to control the architecture of new development but rather to address basic building 

design: façade articulation, fenestration, public entrance design, prohibited building materials, and 

similar. Standards should be written so that they are more objective in nature than subjective, for easy 

review and administration. 

This can also be accomplished in part or in whole – depending on the purpose of the district – through 

form-based coding techniques. Form-based coding controls speak to building form, including the 

relationship of buildings to each other, to streets, and to open spaces. This approach to zoning could just 

as easily be called “place-making” because it allows for shaping of building and development to achieve 

community character objectives. It is an important tool to implement design and development policy. 

It can provide a design framework within which development can be coordinated to create a physical 

and visual environment that meets local quality-of-life goals. Form-based controls can add performance 

requirements that establish or maintain a community’s image and set a clear design policy, reflecting the 

vernacular architecture and desired streetscape, and establishing the overall physical character of the 

area. 

Form-based coding focuses on building the compatible components of a district, rather than focusing 

primarily on rules for the development of individual lots. Thus, form-based coding stresses a more 

comprehensive physical compatibility that includes both adjacent buildings and the public realm. 

Form-based coding, being concerned about the visual and physical contextual relationship between 

properties and the public realm, demonstrate how these standards should be applied based on the 

site configuration and the general building form. This will also lead to a more predictable development 

environment, as all the requirements are clearly described within the ordinance and so long as 

compliance is achieved, special reviews and approvals are no longer necessary.

Finally, based on proximity to the Mississippi River, developments of significant intensity, specifically 

height, can be include some standards that work to protect viewsheds to the river, helping to maintain a 

visual connection to the riverfront. 
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Adaptive reuse permissions should be included to preserve significant structures in the 
City.

These provisions would be focused on the adaptive reuse of existing non-residential buildings, such as 

older industrial or commercial buildings, unique uses like schools and firehouses, and cultural facilities. 

The conversion of these structures into compatible uses, such as multi-family dwellings, office uses, or 

a series of commercial spaces, should be considered. Standards can be integrated into the districts that 

specifically deal with the impacts felt from if the reuse is of a higher intensity than the neighborhood. The 

intent is to encourage the retention and renovation of sound existing structures, and ensure that any uses 

that located within them remain compatible with the adjacent neighborhood and maintain its character. 
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ON-SITE DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS 

The accessory use and structure section of the existing Ordinance needs updating.

Very few accessory structures are specifically controlled in the Ordinance, with only general detached 

buildings and fences called out Chapter 17.42. Accessory structures and uses need to be pulled from the 

general use permissions within the districts and regulated separately in their own section. The Ordinance 

update should include a comprehensive list of accessory structures and include regulations for each in 

terms of size/dimension, height, placement, and other dimensional and location requirements. Certain 

accessory structures and uses, such as residential outdoor storage and the construction of numerous 

storage sheds on residential lots, which have been difficult for the City to regulate, will be carefully 

addressed within the revised Ordinance with the goals of easier enforcement and compatibility between 

lots. Other accessory uses, such as home occupations, will be modernized to ensure that the standards 

are compatible with the larger emerging economies. 

Common accessory structures and uses include the following: 

 → Amateur (HAM) Radio Equipment

 → Apiary

 → Arbor 

 → Carport

 → Chicken Coops

 → Coldframe (Hoop) Structures

 → Deck

 → Farmstand

 → Fences

 → Garage

 → Gazebo

 → Greenhouse 

 → Home Occupation

 → Mechanical Equipment

 → Outdoor Sales and Display

 → Outdoor Storage 

 → Patio

 → Pergola

 → Personal Recreational Game Court

 → Rain Barrel

 → Refuse and Recycling Containers

 → Satellite Dish Antenna

 → Shed

 → Solar Panels (Private)

 → Swimming Pool

 → Trellis 

 → Vegetable Gardens

 → Vehicle Charging Station

 → Water Features

 → Wind Turbines (Private)

Certain of these accessory structures, such as chickens, may already be regulated by other ordinances 

within the City Code. Where it is infeasible to move the regulations into the Zoning Ordinance, a cross-

reference should be included. 

The accessory structure section of an ordinance is where a number of new sustainable development 

techniques are regulated. Examples within the accessory structures list above include solar panels and 

wind turbines, rain barrels, and vegetable gardens.
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Consider allowing accessory dwelling units in residential zoning districts.

The current Ordinance does not address accessory dwelling units (ADU), a housing option that can be 

used to create additional housing options while respecting the scale of single-family neighborhoods and 

provide an option for owners of larger properties to supplement their income for maintenance of the 

home. ADU, also known as “granny flats” or “mother-in-law apartments,” create density to help support 

nearby local commercial nodes, and often serve to house multiple generations of the same family, 

potentially improving the quality of life of seniors, as well as the maintenance of existing housing stock.

 The City could allow ADU in larger lot residential districts or for single-family lots over a certain square 

footage, provided that they meet specific standards that manage the impact of ADU on neighboring 

properties. These standards could include requiring one of the dwelling units to be occupied by the 

property owner, limiting them to one per lot, requiring a minimum lot size to establish an ADU, such as 

10,000 square feet, defining a maximum ADU gross square footage, footprint, and height, and indicating 

permitted locations on the lot (whether the ADU may be within a detached accessory structure and/or 

part of the principal structure). 

The Ordinance should include exterior lighting standards. 

Clear standards for exterior lighting control on private property should be included. In the update, a 

full range of exterior lighting standards should be created. Tailored lighting standards are required 

for different districts, such as commercial versus residential districts, and for certain uses, such as 

gas stations, where lighting is a safety and an aesthetic issue. Special standards are also needed for 

recreational fields, which typically require higher intensity lighting mounted on significantly taller 

light poles. Many of the best practice standards on appropriate exterior lighting would be integrated to 

minimize light pollution and conserve energy. 

A permitted encroachments table would help to clarify what types of encroachments are 
allowed in required yards. 

Attached accessory structures and architectural features should be regulated through a permitted 

encroachments table, where the location – in relation to the required setbacks and yards – is controlled. 

The current Ordinance does control some encroachments into yards but would be better organized as a 

table that includes the full range of accessory structures and architectural features. 

It is important to note that there is often overlap between permitted encroachment permissions and 

accessory structure regulations. Therefore it is important to organize the accessory structure and 

permitted encroachment regulations in a coordinated manner with cross-references between the two 

sections.
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OFF-STREET PARKING

The City’s off-street parking requirements and facility development standards should be 
updated. 

Updated parking requirements should address the full range of off-street parking and loading elements. 

Required number of spaces is located in its own section, while design elements are located within the 

site plan review requirements. These need to be consolidated into one chapter and address all elements 

of vehicle and bicycle storage. In order to be comprehensive, this section should update and add the 

following:

 → Permitted location of off-street spaces for all 

districts, including allowances for remote lots 

 → Parking lot design (surfacing, curbing, marking, 

pedestrian connections, etc.), including allowances 

for permeable surfaces

 → Parking structure design

 → Driveway and curb cut standards

 → Minimum parking space dimensions based on 

parking angles

 → Parking flexibilities

 → Required stacking spaces for drive-through facilities, 

including design of stacking spaces

 → Required number of off-street spaces per use

 → On-site snow storage design

 → Bicycle parking requirements

 → Location and design of off-street loading 

 → Storage of commercial and recreational vehicles

Regulations should consider both the demand for parking, and the design and appearance of parking 

facilities. Adjustments to parking ratio formulas to reflect local demand and conditions should be made 

as the rewrite process goes forward. 

Parking maximums should be considered. 

For certain large-scale non-residential uses, the City should consider instituting parking maximums to 

ensure that excessive amounts of parking are not created. Frequently, parking amounts are provided 

to accommodate peak demand that is not regularly seen – i.e. parking is constructed to accommodate 

“Black Friday” or Christmas Eve retail shopping. Limiting off-street parking to a maximum percentage 

above the required amount can help to prevent excessive paving and its associated environmental 

impacts. 

Parking requirements should reflect local demand and conditions. 

Parking requirements should be summarized within a matrix that establishes requirements for off-street 

parking for each use within the districts. This allows for tailoring of parking requirements to the nature 

and physical make-up of each use. When the use structure is determined in the Ordinance, the listing of 

parking requirements by use should sync with those within the districts. 
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Special development types, such as strip retail centers and shopping centers, are better served by 

specialized parking requirements that calculate the required parking based on the floor area of the 

development as a whole, rather than as a collection of individual uses. Because uses turnover frequently, 

parking calculations for these developments can move between conformance and nonconformance 

if done on a use basis. A single calculation based on gross floor area would better allow these 

developments to manage parking and maintain and attract new tenants. 

Finally, all required uses should set parking requirements based on an objective standard, such as gross 

floor area, rather than on standards that can be manipulated like number of employees.

Additional parking exemptions may be needed to address the realities of developed areas. 

There are limited parking flexibilities in the current Ordinance. In the more urban areas of the City, areas 

that are already built-up may have trouble accommodating the required amount of on-site parking. 

Therefore, additional districts or uses may benefit from parking flexibilities. Examples of such exemptions 

include: 

 → Based upon how the zoning districts are revised, it may be appropriate to exempt additional districts 

from parking requirements. For example, if a commercial district is created that addresses small 

clusters of existing commercial uses integrated into residential neighborhoods, typically such districts 

were developed without parking and should be exempt.

 → Certain neighborhood commercial uses – like corner stores - have been developed without any room 

on the lot for parking, so existing structures that lack parking should be exempted. 

 → Exemptions can be based on the size of a business – for example, exempting the first 2,500 square feet 

from parking calculations – in order to provide relief for new developments on small lots. This would 

require only larger structures to provide parking.

 → Parking facilities that provide car-share spaces could be given a reduced parking bonus. At a minimum, 

car share spaces should count toward required minimum parking. 

A by-right shared parking flexibility should be established. 

In addition to a permission for uses to share a parking facility, an additional by-right shared parking 

regulation should be included based on a formula that calculates how much parking is actually needed by 

the uses when developed collectively, based on their intensity of use during the hours of the day. Mixed-

use developments, multi-use office parks, and similar types of development, as well as property owners 

that establish cross-access easements, would be eligible for this type of shared parking. (Retail centers as 

described earlier would not be eligible for this flexibility.) The following is an example of such a standard:

 → The required number of spaces for each use is calculated according to parking requirements.

 → The required number of spaces for each use is then applied to the percentages for each timeframe, 

according to the appropriate land use category, as shown in the table below, to determine the number 

of required spaces. This is done for each time category. 
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 → The numbers are summed for all land uses within each timeframe and the highest sum total in a 

timeframe is the required number of spaces. Due to the percentages, this is less than would be required 

by simply summing the requirements at 100%.

Example Of Shared Parking Equation – For Illustration Purposes Only

LAND USE
Weekday Weekend

Mid-7am 7am-6pm 6pm-Mid Mid-7am 7am-6pm 6pm-Mid

Residential 100% 55% 85% 100% 65% 75%

Retail/Personal Service 0% 100% 80% 0% 100% 60%

Restaurant 50% 70% 100% 45% 70% 100%

Hotel/Motel 100% 50% 90% 100% 65% 80%

Office 5% 100% 5% 0% 40% 10%

Industrial/Laboratory 5% 100% 5% 0% 60% 10%

This table would be adjusted to reflect the new use structure and parking demand for Davenport. (The above 

table is an example only.)

The Ordinance should require bicycle parking for certain larger-scale developments. 

Similar to vehicle parking requirements, certain uses should be required to provide bicycle parking. 

Generally, these would be larger-scale uses, such as multi-family dwellings, commercial uses over a 

certain square footage, educational facilities, and places of worship. The required number of spaces 

should specify how many short-term and long-term bicycle spaces are needed, and include design and 

siting requirements. 

When accommodating bicycle parking spaces on-site proves difficult, the Ordinance should allow 

flexibility by allowing bike racks to be placed in the public right-of-way where space is available. The 

property owner would need to make suitable arrangements with the City to allow bike racks in the public 

right-of-way. 

The required amount of current loading standards should be updated and include 
comprehensive design standards.

The number of loading spaces is an important element of new development and should continue to 

be required by use type, which should be updated to link to the new use structure. However, requiring 

loading spaces for smaller of developments may cause problems for small lot developments. Loading 

spaces should be required for larger developments that frequently have large truck deliveries. Also, in 

order to encourage the preservation and reuse of older existing structures, the Ordinance should include 

loading exemptions for structures where no loading areas were originally provided. 

Design standards should address permitted location, such as distance from street intersections, 

yards where loading spaces may locate, surfacing requirements, and required screening. Dimensional 

requirements should also be standardized. 



// Intentionally Blank
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LANDSCAPE

Current landscape requirements should be revised for clarity. 

The contribution of landscape to the visual quality of the built environment cannot be overemphasized. 

The current landscape section contains a full set of landscape requirements, but have been cited 

numerous times as being confusing and hard to administer, as well as not achieving the proper level of 

landscape desired. These regulations will be revised to ensure the proper levels of beautification and 

screening without creating situations that require variances, and will be clear in their application. 

The landscape requirements should be organized around the following:

 → Landscape plan requirements

 → Selection and installation requirements

 → Design criteria

 → Interior of parking lots plantings

 → Perimeter of parking lots plantings

 → Building setback landscaping

 → Buffer yards and screening 

 → Tree conservation 

 → Parkway landscaping

A preferred plant list can also be included as an appendix to the Ordinance to guide users in the 

appropriate types of plantings within the City. 

Landscape requirements should be practical, sustainable, and achievable. 

The landscape section should contain regulations that are easy to calculate, and should provide a clear 

path to meeting those requirements. Initial recommendations include:

 → Building setback landscaping for multi-family and non-residential uses should be required only where 

adequate space can be provided to ensure long-term health of required plant material. Requirements 

should be adjusted, or alternative methods of meeting the building setback landscape should be 

provided for structures that are sited 10 feet or less from a lot line. 

 → Buffer yard requirements should be evaluated and updated to ensure proper screening between 

incompatible adjacent uses. Buffer yards for new construction should be required along interior side 

and rear yards where non-residential uses are located within residential districts, and where non-

Example Graphic  

Buffer yard requirements
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residential uses abut residential districts. The City may also want to consider requiring buffer yards 

between lower intensity single-family districts and multi-family development.

 → Parking lot perimeter landscaping should be required only where parking lots abut the public right-of-

way, excluding alleys, to facilitate shared parking and cross-access easements between complementary 

adjacent uses. Updating the buffer yard requirements as recommended above will work in tandem with 

this recommendation to ensure that adequate screening is in place where appropriate. 

 → Interior parking lot landscape requirements should ensure consistent, predictable results regardless 

of the size of a parking lot. For example, islands should be required to be a standard size, generally 

the same dimensions as a parking space. Diamond-shaped landscape islands should be prohibited. 

A standard should be set requiring an island for every “x” number of spaces in a lot, and a standard 

number of trees and other vegetation should be required for each island. In addition to these 

requirements, a base percentage should be established, generally 10%, to ensure that all lots maintain 

a minimum amount of landscape area, regardless of the number of spaces provided. 

 → The use of stormwater management techniques such as raingardens and bioswales should be 

encouraged in landscape areas, including parking lot landscape. Parking lot island and landscape 

requirements should encourage designs to accommodate stormwater infiltration where appropriate.

Landscape requirements should contain requirements to bring existing developed sites 
into conformance.

Landscape should be required when modification of parking lots and significant building expansions are 

requested. When building additions or expansions are undertaken, the percentage of landscape required 

can be linked proportionally to the additional building area. Existing parking lots can be required to 

comply with landscape requirements when a certain number of parking spaces are added to the lot or if 

the lot is reconstructed. 
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SIGNS

The sign regulations should be updated to be responsive to district form. 

Current sign standards may not offer an effective means of controlling signs. Sign permissions need to be 

evaluated and tailored to the form of each district and regulated by sign type. Sign area limitations should 

be brought within reasonable maximums and proportioned to the type of development anticipated in 

the district. In all cases, the evaluation of existing sign area and height is critical to the determination of 

proposed controls, which will require continued input. 

In addition, the recent Supreme Court decision of Reed vs. Gilbert has emphasized that sign regulations 

must be content neutral. We will ensure that new provisions and revisions are in line with this 

requirement. 

A general standards section should address a number of provisions applicable to all signs. 

General standards that should be included are the following: 

 → Prohibited sign locations. The Ordinance should clearly state where signs cannot be erected or 

mounted, including egress/ingress locations, architectural features, and corner visibility areas. This 

section should also state that signs cannot be placed on public or private property without permission. 

 → Construction standards. These standards should address wind pressure and direct load minimums, 

permitted glass and lettering materials, mounting requirements, etc. Related provisions within the 

building code can be cross-referenced here. 

 → Maintenance requirements. Maintenance requirements should require repair and/or removal of unsafe 

or damaged signs, and upkeep of the sign structure and the area around the sign (litter removal, 

painting of rusted areas, etc.). This includes rules for abandoned signs. 

 → Illumination regulations. Sign illumination regulations should include all aspects of illuminated signs. 

Sign illumination standards typically cover permissions for the types of signs that may be internally 

and/or externally illuminated, standards for uplighting and downlighting signs, which can be tailored 

to district and sign type, and how signs can be highlighted with the use of neon or LED lighting. These 

Example Graphic - 
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standards are intended to prevent the nuisance effects of glare and light trespass, as well as the 

aesthetic character of districts.

Measurement of sign area, sign height, and other dimensional requirements would be addressed in the 

rules of measurement. 

Prohibited sign types should be clearly described.

This section would expand the current prohibited sign section to ensure that all undesired sign types are 

identified, including:

 → Animated signs

 → Select attention-getting devices

 → Flashing signs

 → Moving signs

 → Audio-enhanced signs

 → Painted signs

 → Illegally affixed signs

 → Portable signs

 → Roof signs

 → Signs that interfere with traffic

 → Temporary off-premise signs

Exempt signs need to be evaluated, particularly in light of content neutrality principles. 

Certain signs should continue to be exempt from sign permit requirements, as is the case now. A proposed 

set of these sign types include (some are already regulated as exempt) is listed below, in line with content 

neutrality requirements:

 → Exempt alteration and maintenance activities on existing signs 

 → Exempt ancillary signs (Logos and labels located on mechanical equipment, recycling bins, trash 

containers, and the like, which are part of the equipment as manufactured and/or installed; gas station 

pump signs; address and name of a building or the occupant)

 → A-frame signs for retail, personal service, restaurant uses

 → Banners

 → Multiple-tenant building sign (Multiple tenant buildings, such as townhouse dwellings, multi-family 

dwellings, and non-residential developments with multiple tenants, are permitted an additional sign)

 → Construction activity sign (On a lot where active construction is taking place, a temporary sign is 

permitted in conjunction with such construction)

 → Flags (Any nation, state, municipality, or political subdivision, flags officially designated as a national, 

state, or local symbol, or flags of fraternal, religious, and civic organizations)

 → Government sign (Federal, state, or local governments or taxing bodies may install signs in the public 

interest)

 → Light pole banner (Light pole banners on private property)

 → Memorials (To memorialize a historic person, event, structure, or site) 
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 → Noncommercial message sign  (The expression of noncommercial ideas and messages)

 → Parking lot and structure signs

 → Real estate activity sign (When a structure or lot is offered for sale, lease, or rent, such lot is permitted 

an additional temporary sign)

 → Window signs

Even though these signs are exempt from permits, standards would be needed for each type that may 

include maximum size and height, required setback, number per lot, permitted display period for 

temporary signs, sign construction materials, and those districts and/or uses allowed to install them. In 

particular, the display period of exempt temporary signs needs to be properly regulated so that they do 

not become de-facto permanent signs and so that the permitted display period relates more specifically 

to the type of temporary sign. Rather than blanket permissions, temporary signs would be distinguished 

by type and then assigned permitted display periods as applicable. Display periods for certain types 

of temporary signs should also be limited to the number of times they can be erected per year, with a 

minimum break between displays.

The regulations for permanent signs should be refined to address the full range of 
permanent signs, and regulate them based on the form and scale of each district. 

Permanent sign regulations should address all aspects of the sign’s character and location - maximum 

height and sign area, minimum setback, vertical clearance, maximum projection, etc. In addition, how 

signs are allocated to corner buildings and multi-tenant centers must also be evaluated. An important 

element will be to determine where the different sign types will be allowed. Refining permissions by 

specific districts would allow the Ordinance to prohibit them in some districts while allowing them within 

others. In addition, the maximum size of signs – whether height and/or area – should also be tailored to 

the different districts. It is proposed that an overall cumulative maximum sign area for a lot be eliminated 

and, rather, controlled by allowing certain districts certain sign types of a maximum size.

It is anticipated that the following types of permanent signs would be allowed and regulated as follows:

 → Awnings and Canopies: Projection and vertical clearance maximums, percentage of printing allowed on 

sign face, permitted materials.

 → Attention-Getting Devices: Sign area, height, location, number of signs permitted, permitted display 

period. 

 → Freestanding Signs: Height, type (pole vs. monument), sign area, setback, minimum street frontage 

required, number of signs permitted. 

 → Projecting Signs: Sign area, projection and vertical clearance maximums, number of signs permitted. 

 → Marquees: Construction requirements, projection and vertical clearance standards. 

 → Menuboards: Height, sign area, setback, number of signs permitted. 

 → Wall Signs: Sign area, projection maximum, number of signs permitted. Wall signs should be controlled 

by a proportional control, such as one square foot per linear foot of façade. Walls signs should also 

include a special provision for building identification signs located at the top of high-rise buildings.
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A detailed review of the current billboard regulations will also be conducted to ensure compliance with 

federal regulations. It is proposed to enhance these with a clarification of where they are allowed and 

how they can constructed, including provisions for electronic billboards.

Electronic (digital) signs need to be addressed.  

The permissions for electronic signs, also called digital or LED signs, should be clarified. Today, there is 

an increased desire to permit these types of signs within commercial districts for larger developments 

well as for a broad range of institutional uses, such as schools, libraries, parks, government buildings, 

etc. Many communities allow these types of signs, as it is recognized that the cited uses would like to 

use these signs and that they are more modern and can be more aesthetically pleasing than manually 

changed message boards. The City should consider allowing these signs in select districts and for select 

uses. It is recommended that electronic signs be allowed, subject to conditions. 

A clear definition of this type of sign would be needed, with clear permissions for where they would be 

allowed. These types of signs should be properly defined, and permitted or prohibited in districts as 

appropriate. These types of regulations include:

 → Districts and/or uses permitted such signs

 → Minimum lot frontage required to install such signs

 → Number allowed per lot

 → Type of sign construction (freestanding, wall, 

marquee): the regulations applicable to the sign 

type would apply to the electronic sign

 → Maximum percentage of sign devoted to the 

electronic component 

 → Message changeover delay

 → Operational controls

 → Maximum illumination 

 → Prohibition of flashing, scrolling, and animation
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ADMINISTRATION

The administrative sections of the Ordinance should be reorganized to make the 
processes easier for applicants to follow. 

Currently, administrative responsibilities and procedures are found in different articles. In order to make 

the various applications and their respective processes and requirements user-friendly, the following 

reorganization is proposed:

Ordinance Administrators

This Chapter would list the powers and duties of all boards and officials involved in administration. 

By listing all boards and officials for all applications, the process is clarified (i.e., the user can easily 

reference who recommends and who approves). The following boards and officials will be included:

 → City Council

 → Plan and Zoning Commission

 → Zoning Board of Appeals

 → Design Review Board

 → Zoning Administrator

In addition to those administrators named above, any other departments or officials that issue zoning 

approvals would also be listed. 

Application Process

This Article would contain the rules for processing the various zoning applications. These 

administrative procedures will be consistent with Iowa law and grouped into the following three 

sections:

 → Application process

 → Notice 

 → Public hearing

Administrative 

responsibilities, application 

processes, and approvals 

will be clarified. 
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Approvals

All applications and approvals would be found in this Chapter. We anticipate that the following 

applications would be included: 

 → Amendments (text and map)

 → Special use

 → Variations

 → Administrative modifications 

 → Site plan review

 → Design review

 → Planned unit development

 → Zoning interpretation 

 → Zoning appeals

To the degree possible, the following structure would be used for each application:

 → Purpose 

 → Applicability

 → Authority

 → Procedure 

 → Approval Standards

 → Appeal

One issue that should be discussed in the early stages of the process is whether to continue to maintain 

the historic preservation requirements within the Zoning Ordinance. Since the scope of these regulations 

exceeds the typical zoning purview, such as controls on demolitions, it may be better served within its 

own ordinance in the larger City Code. 

A completeness review should be included as part of the filing of applications provision.

It is recommended that a completeness requirement be added to the Ordinance in order to avoid the 

submittal and processing of incomplete applications. An example of such a requirement is as follows: 

The Zoning Administrator will determine whether a submitted application is complete. The Zoning 

Administrator will notify the applicant as to whether or not the application is complete, and will not process 

the application until any deficiencies are remedied. Once the Zoning Administrator determines that the 

application is complete, the application will be scheduled for consideration.

This would allow interested members of the public to review the complete application prior to the 

hearing and would help to eliminate postponements on the basis of incomplete submittals. It should be 

noted that payment of fees should be considered part of completeness review. 

An optional pre-application review should be included as part of the filing of applications 
provision. 

It is recommended that applicants be allowed to conduct a pre-application review with zoning staff and 

any additional staff deemed appropriate to provide input on an application. This is conducted prior to 

any formal application or payment of fees, and all comments are not binding with respect to any official 

action that may be taken on the application.
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Approval standards and timeframes for the different applications should be updated. 

Each of the applications, in particular amendments, variances, and special uses, should have a set of 

approval standards. Current standards for each application should be updated for consistency with Iowa 

case law and clarified. In addition, timeframes for review and hearing of the different applications should 

be included so that applicants can better predict the processing of their applications. 

Some flexibility in the variation process can be included through an administrative 
modification procedure.

The City can reduce the number of cases required to be reviewed by the Zoning Board of Appeals 

and introduce some flexibility in the variation application by defining and establishing a procedure 

for administrative modifications, with certain applications reviewed and approved by the Zoning 

Administrator. The purpose would be to provide a streamlined approval procedure for minor 

modifications of select standards, without requiring a public hearing. Examples of the types of 

modifications that could be approved as an administrative modification are the following: 

 → A 10% variation on any dimensional standard within the Ordinance

 → Reduction of required off-street parking spaces by no more than 10% of the required amount

 → A variation for bicycle parking requirements

It is important to note that an administrative modification procedure has a number of checks and 

balances built into it. First, the Zoning Administrator is given the ability to decide that an application – 

even if it is clearly an administrative modification category – is by its nature a standard variation, and 

therefore must be scheduled before the Zoning Board of Appeals. Second, if the Zoning Administrator 

denies an administrative modification, then the applicant can appeal that decision to Zoning Board of 

Appeals. An additional safety is added whereby if any person objects to the application in writing prior to 

the date the decision is rendered, the application will be automatically transferred to the Zoning Board of 

Appeals as a standard variation.

An administrative modification should be properly noticed. Some communities that have instituted the 

administrative modification have reduced notice requirements to create a more expedited review and 

to save the applicant costs in terms of mailed notice. In most communities that implement this, mailed 

notice is sent only to adjacent landowners.

Finally, like a standard variation, an administrative modification may be granted only where there are 

special circumstances applicable to the subject property – an undue hardship stemming from unique 

circumstances. As in all variation cases, a personal hardship does not justify a variation, nor does a 

hardship that has been intentionally created. The same findings of fact are applicable. The administrative 

modification is only intended to streamline the process for minor modifications, lessening the burden on 

both the Zoning Board of Appeals and the applicant.
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A zoning text interpretation process should be added. 

Every municipality has an informal process for text interpretations, but the Ordinance should include 

a formal process for documenting text interpretations. No ordinance can adequately or clearly address 

every possible aspect of regulation, so this process allows the Zoning Administrator to render a written 

interpretation upon request. This results in a record of interpretation requests, which leads to the 

predictable and consistent application of the regulations.

Design review requirements should be consolidated into one section. 

The Design Review Board began as part of the Downtown Design Overlay District and the administrative 

provisions are currently located within that section. However, the Board’s review powers have expanded 

past the downtown, addressing the Residential Infill Design Overlay, the Hilltop Campus Village Overlay, 

and the Historic Shopping District, as well as appeals of administrative decisions pertaining to the 

application of design criteria for properties located in the Highway Corridor Overlay District. Therefore, 

their role in reviewing development should be consolidated and clearly defined within the administrative 

sections.

Eliminate the distinctions between the planned unit developments and create one planned 
unit development (PUD) option.

Rather than maintain special separate approvals for different types of planned unit developments, a more 

flexible and easily administrated option is to create a single planned unit development procedure. This 

would be a single development application that would be considered a special use in certain districts, 

eliminating the distinctions. 

This type of PUD is a development guided by a total integrated design plan in which one or more of 

the zoning regulations are modified to allow flexibility and creativity in site and building design and 

location, in accordance with general guidelines that accrue benefits to the City and the public interest. 

PUDs are typically included in ordinances as a distinct category of special use. In particular, the planned 

unit development technique is intended to allow for flexibility in the application of zoning requirements 

based upon detailed review of individual proposals for significant developments in exchange for 

additional benefits to the City and the public. This special regulatory technique is included in ordinances 

in recognition of the fact that flexibility may be needed in the application of required yard and bulk 

regulations, and occasionally use regulations, for the development or redevelopment of areas that lend 

themselves to an individual, innovative planned approach. 

However, due to the size and unique nature of the large campuses of universities and hospitals in 

Davenport, as noted above, it is recommended to maintain the Planned Institutional District be 

maintained and treated as a district. It would not be part of the PUD regulations. 

PUD should function as an effective mechanism for leveraging high quality development. 

A key aspect of a PUD is that public benefits and amenities to enhance the City and the local governing 

body within the proposal. PUD provisions should define the types of amenities or elements desired in 
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exchange for flexibility and bonuses offered through the PUD process. It is important to remember that, 

because of its inherent flexibility, the PUD process can become a surrogate for the variation process. 

When a property owner does not want to meet existing district requirements, they often request a PUD 

where they do not have to demonstrate a hardship or practical difficulty, as would be required under a 

variance. Therefore, it is key to list which amenities are required to qualify for such exceptions so that 

petitioners cannot circumvent basic zoning district requirements without providing measured benefits to 

the City.

Examples of some of the public amenities and benefits that can be considered in determining whether an 

exception should be granted include:  

 → Use of sustainable design and architecture, such as green roofs, white roofs and other energy efficient 

design concepts, new building technologies, and approval of buildings as Leadership in Energy and 

Environmental Design (LEED) or LEED-equivalent structures. 

 → Community amenities including plazas, formal gardens, places to congregate, outdoor seating, public 

art, and pedestrian and transit facilities.

 → Preservation of natural areas and site design that is sensitive to environmental features.

 → Additional open space and recreational amenities such as recreational open space and playgrounds, 

including athletic fields, dog parks, and natural water features and conservation areas.

 → Additional public infrastructure improvements in addition to the minimum required by the planned 

unit development, such as new or repaved streets, provision of bicycle paths, installation of gutters and 

sewers, and traffic control devices to improve traffic flow. 

 → Senior housing set-aside.  

 → Affordable housing set-aside.  

 → Provision of public car and/or bike share facilities.

This is not a definitive list but rather a potential list of public amenities and benefits. In some cases, the 

actual development may be a public benefit. For example, in areas where there is a demand for senior 

housing, a senior housing PUD can be considered a public benefit.  

PUD requires a multi-step approval process, with numerous points of public input. 

While a PUD is a special use, the approval process is not simply that of a special use. Because of the 

complex nature of the application, there are additional steps that require review and approval and offer 

opportunities for public input. An outline of the process is provided below. 

 → Pre-Application Meeting with Staff. Prior to the formal filing of an application for a PUD, the applicant 

meets with staff to discuss the proposed development. The purpose of the pre-application meeting 

is to make advice and assistance available to the applicant before preparation of the concept plan or 

preliminary plan.

 → Concept Plan. Before submitting a formal application for a PUD, the applicant presents a concept plan 
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to the Plan and Zoning Commission for the purpose of obtaining information and guidance prior to 

entering into binding commitments or incurring substantial expense. Any opinions or advice provided 

at the meeting are not binding with respect to any official action on the subsequent formal application. 

This can be an optional step, at the applicant’s choice. 

 → Preliminary Plan. Following the concept plan, the detailed preliminary plan is submitted, where the 

commission would hold a formal public hearing on PUD application. The recommendation would be 

forwarded to the City Council for approval or denial.

 → Final Plan. Because all issues and concerns with the PUD should be resolved during the preliminary 

plan and the public hearing that takes place as part of that approval, the final plan approval is intended 

to be a technical confirmation of the approved preliminary plan. If there are numerous changes 

between the approved preliminary plan and the final plan, then the plan requires resubmittal as a new 

application. Typically the staff reviews the final plan for conformance with the approved preliminary 

plan, which is then forwarded on to the City Council for approval or denial.

A series of administrative, minor, and major changes for approved PUD should be 
included to allow for more flexibility.

Over the course of time, different levels of changes may be needed to an approved PUD for a variety of 

reasons. A more flexible change process may be warranted. One alternative is to create three levels of 

approval – administrative by the Zoning Administrator, minor by the Plan and Zoning Commission, and 

major by the City Council. One proposal for these three levels of change is provided below:

Administrative Changes – Zoning Administrator

 → Alterations required by engineering or other physical site circumstances not foreseen at the time 

that the final development plan was approved

 → Changes to building design, architectural features and interior planning

 → Changes to accessory structures, whether attached or detached

 → Changes to the landscape plan that do not result in a reduction in the net amount of plant 

material or violate the landscape requirements of this Ordinance 

Minor Changes – Plan and Zoning Commission

 → Any minor extension, alteration or modification of existing structures that does not violate any 

PUD approval conditions or applicable district regulations

 → Changes to the landscape plan that results in a reduction in the net amount of plant material or in 

the visual impact of the approved landscape plan

 → Where major changes are defined by a threshold (feet, percentage increase/decrease, etc.), any 

changes below that threshold are considered a minor change
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Major Changes – City Council

 → A change in the number of dwelling units, the gross floor area of the development, or the gross 

floor area devoted to any particular use

 → An increase in building height

 → An increase in building coverage by more than 5%

 → A change in the orientation of any building by more than 10%

 → A decrease in open space

 → A change in excess of five feet in the location of walkways, vehicle circulation ways and parking 

areas, or exterior building or structure walls

 → A change or relocation of streets 

 → An alteration, whether an increase or decrease, in the amount of any land use in any stage of the 

development by more than 10% 

 → A reduction in the number of parking spaces or an increase of more than ten spaces 



// Intentionally Blank
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NONCONFORMITIES

Nonconformity regulations should be updated to specifically address the variety of 
potential nonconforming situations. 

In any ordinance update, the intent is to eliminate as many nonconformities as possible. Many are 

eliminated when new or revised districts are tailored to existing conditions or remapping of districts 

is undertaken, however, some properties and uses will remain nonconforming. Therefore, the 

nonconformities section should be rewritten for clarity and include provisions for nonconforming uses, 

structures, site characteristics, and lots. The updated provisions should clearly spell out what types 

of changes and/or alterations are permissible. The following are the types of nonconformities to be 

addressed:

 → Nonconforming use. A nonconforming use is the existing, legal use of a structure or land that is not 

allowed within the district, created either prior to the effective date of this Ordinance or, as of the 

effective date of this Ordinance and any subsequent amendment, is made nonconforming.

 → Nonconforming structure. A nonconforming structure is an existing, legal structure that does not 

conform to the standards of the district where it is located, created either prior to the effective date of 

this Ordinance or, as of the effective date of this Ordinance and any subsequent amendment, is made 

nonconforming.

 → Nonconforming site characteristic. A nonconforming site characteristic is an existing, legal site 

characteristic, such as landscape, fences or walls, lighting, or parking, that does not comply with the 

standards of this Ordinance, created either prior to the effective date of this Ordinance or, as of the 

effective date of this Ordinance and any subsequent amendment, is made nonconforming. This would 

be a new category of nonconformity for the City.

 → Nonconforming lot. A nonconforming lot is an existing lot of record that does not comply with the lot 

dimension standards of this Ordinance, created either prior to the effective date of this Ordinance or, as 

of the effective date of this Ordinance and any subsequent amendment, is made nonconforming.

 → Nonconforming sign. A nonconforming sign is an existing, legal sign that does not conform to the 

standards of the district where it is located, created either prior to the effective date of this Ordinance 

or, as of the effective date of this Ordinance and any subsequent amendment, is made nonconforming.

New regulations for nonconforming site characteristics should be added. 

Rather than render a structure nonconforming because of a site characteristic related to the building, 

flexibility should be built into the Ordinance by creating a separate nonconformity category for 

elements such as landscape, fences or walls, lighting, and parking. The regulations would allow 

normal maintenance and incidental repair to a nonconforming site element, but prohibit repairs or 

reconstruction that would create any new nonconformity or increase the degree of the previously existing 
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nonconformity. The regulation would also spell out when nonconforming site elements must be brought 

into conformance – such as when a new principal structure is constructed on a site, an existing principal 

structure is increased in floor area by a certain amount, an existing parking lot is fully reconstructed or an 

existing parking lot is expanded, or in more specific circumstances related to that element, such as when 

50% or more of the length of a nonconforming fence is reconstructed. 

Flexibilities should be added to the nonconforming structure regulations for additions and 
enlargements.

The nonconforming structure regulations can be made more flexible with the addition of two provisions:

 → Nonconforming structure regulations should clearly state that only the dimensional element of 

the structure that is nonconforming is not permitted to be expanded. For example, if a structure is 

nonconforming in terms of overall height, but seeks to build an addition that is not in violation of the 

district height limit, that addition can be built so long as it conforms to all other regulations without 

any special approvals. 

 → The Ordinance should allow the nonconforming walls (with some limitations) of existing 

nonconforming single-family and two-family dwellings that are nonconforming in terms of the side or 

rear wall to be extended. This type of provision is very useful in allowing additions to existing homes, 

as it encourages continued investment in existing older neighborhoods, preserves the existing housing 

stock, and is a way to reward property owners who continue to invest in their homes, particularly 

older homes.  Where a dwelling is deemed nonconforming because of encroachment into the required 

interior side or rear yard, the structure may be enlarged or extended vertically or horizontally along 

the same plane as defined by its existing perimeter walls, so long as the resulting structure does not 

increase the degree of the existing nonconformity or otherwise violate this Ordinance. 
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